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Columbia part-timer fights to 
restore image of Clemente 
By James Boozer 
Special Sectio11s Editor 
While the state investigation of the misuse of 
state funds at Clemente High School is on hold, the 
aftermath from two days of hearings continues to 
remain an important issue in the Humboldt Park 
community. 
Leading the fight to restore Clemente's image, 
which has been taking negati ve hits since the inves-
tigation started, is Jose Lopez, a Columbia part-time 
faculty member. 
Lopez has been singled out by investigators and 
state witnesses who have implicated him as a polit-
ical influence at Clemente High School and the one 
who allegedly helped funnel Chapter I fu nds from 
Clemente. 
"State officials have no evidence of the misuse 
of funds," said Lopez in a interview with Tire 
Chronicle. Lopez has been adamant in saying that 
the allegations from both the state and witnesses are 
"lies." 
"If the state police had enough evidence against 
me, why didn't they arrest me?" he asked. 
Lopez has been a part-time instructor at 
Columbia since the fall of 1992 and teaches two 
classes in the liberal education department, 
"History of Mexico and Central America" and 
"Hispanics in the United States Since 1800." 
The state probe is looking into alleged misuse of 
$750,00 to $ 1 million in questionable school expen-
ditures at Clemente. More than half of Clemente's 
students qualify for Chapter I funds used to educate 
children from poor families. 
The state began its investigation a year .ago in 
response to a Chicago Sun-Times report on how 
funds were being misused by Clemente officials to 
fund political events to free convicted Puerto Rican 
independence movement terrorists. 
The state hearings are being chaired by state 
Rep. Edgar Lopez (D-Chicago ), who represents the 
Humboldt Park community. Jose Lopez feels that 
the representati ve puts his own political agenda 
ahead of the needs of the community. 
"Edgar Lopez represents nothing in the commu-
nity," said Lopez. "[He] has little knowledge of the 
Puerto Rican community." 
Literature passed out by an unnamed source 
defamed Edgar Lopez as the "number one enemy of 
the people" and called the state hearings a "farce" 
and that the representative is on ly involved in the 
hearings to "gain political advantage," said Jose 
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Lopez. 
In defense of what role he played at Clemente 
High School, Lopez said that he is "trying to 
improve Clemente." 
"What is wrong with promoting Puerto Rican 
cultural activities at Clemente?" asked Lopez, who 
contended that it was reasonable to spend money on 
Puerto Rican educational and cultural events at 
Clemente-and paying for a trip for students to go to 
Puerto Rico. 
On the second day of state hearing, state Rep. 
Patricia Lindner said that the trip to Puerto Rico 
''State officials 
have no evidence 
of the misuse of 
funds. 
If the state 
police had 
enough evidence 
against me, why 
didn't they arrest 
me?" 
Jose Lopez 
- part-time Columbia instructor 
appeared to "have some educational value after 
reviewing a report she received from an audience 
member on the fi rst day of the hearing. 
"When people lie under oath, it doesn '1 say a 
great deal about the justice system," said Lopez. 
He feels that he didn't receive due process and is 
not being treated as a human being by the state leg-
islators. 
"My daughters have to live through this," he 
said. 
Lopez also discussed a possible hearing held by 
the citizens of Humboldt Park. "We may have our 
own hearing on the Clemente crisis and submit our 
findings to the panel," he said. 
Lopez said he was proud that many people from 
the community came to both days of the hearing. 
"People took time off from work to come to the 
hearings to show their support of me," he said. " It is 
up to the people of the Clemente community to 
decide who I am." 
The state hearings are expected to reconvene at 
the end of the month. 
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MIT to change its financial aid policy 
College PIY!ss Service 
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.-The Massachusettes Institute of 
Technology announced it will spend more on scholarship grants to 
decrease the amount of money students on financial aid have to 
contribute toward their education. 
The school's plan would reduce each student's required contri-
bution-also known as "self-help" - to $7,600, down $1,000 from 
this year. To offset the reduction, the school plans to award $30.8 
million in scholarships next year, up from $27 million this year. The 
plan comes on the heels of a recent decision to raise tuition next 
year to $24,050, an increase of 4.1 percent. 
MIT is the lates t of several elite private schools that have 
pledged to increase their financial aid budgets by millions of dol-
lars to attract more students from middle-class families. But unlike 
new policies at Princeton, Stanford and Yale universities, MIT's 
plan will give even more aid to students who already qualify for it. 
The other schools simply increased the pool of those who may 
qualify for assistance. 
About 56 percent of MIT's undergraduates qualify for financial 
aid, compared with 40 percent at Yale and about 33 percent at 
Stanford. 
Professor wins discrimination suit 
College Pl'f!ss Service 
BOWLING GREEN, Ohio-A federal jury has awarded 
$ 122,000 in damages to a journalism professor who claims he was 
denied a position at Bowling Green State University because he is 
a white male. 
According to The Chronicle of Higher Education, John K. 
Hartman, an instructor at Central Michigan University since 1984, 
applied for a job in Bowling Green 's journalism department in 
1994. The department instead hi red Debbie Owens, a black woman 
who Hartman said had less experience and fewer publications to 
her name than he did. 
To suppon his case, Hanman charged that the school bowed to 
pressure from an accreditor that was demanding the hiring of more 
female and minority faculty members . He also pointed out that the 
universi ty 's Minority Enhancement Fund-established to pay 
salaries of minority faculty members-had financed the position 
for which he had applied. The school accepted applications from 
white candidates even though it never intended to hire any of them, 
Hanman argued. 
"I hope this verdict will cause all accrediting agencies to remove 
provisions that =ocrcc universities to hire people based on race and 
Checking on your 
first paycheck 
Starting salary averages $22,244 nationwide 
By Dwayne Ervin 
Stafl iVn tt•r 
Stanmg salanc' affect every student who plan' to start a career 
after graduating from Columb1a. 
A good way to check starting sa lancs m a panicular field IS to 
vis it the Career Planning and Placement office . 
Accordmg to the National Association of Colleges and 
Employers. the average staning salary for 1997 was S22.244. 
Nationwide. design graphic arts earned $19,500, which is below 
Chicago average starting salary for this field . Print journalists earned 
S 18.67R and corporate writers earned $22.632. Advcnising. or 
media buyers. earned $29,667 and copy writers earned $24,000. 
Thiny salanes were reponed among 300 placements for the 
school year 1996- 1997, said Keith Lcssun, coordinator for 
Columbia's Career Planning and Placement. 
Lc~>un sa1d that one of the top staning salaries, was in the field 
of graphic design. which offered a salary over $30.000. 
One of the highest staning salaries is found in the area of graph-
IC design. multimedia and web designer. 
Area> like video have a higher degree of discrepanc ies runging 
from $ 111.000 to the lower $30,000s depending on the size of the 
company, according to Lcssun. 
In 1996 u fonner Columbia student received an offer from the 
Wall Street Journal with a staning salary of about $40,000.' 
Lcssun reponed that many students were placed in jobs nfter 
graduation. In another case. several nn and design students received 
offers frorn $26.000 to $31,0<10. There were several offers from 
S20,()()(J or higher in graphic design. 
111c top I 0 positions were in the ureu called new media, which 
covers computer graphics. web si te development, intcructi vc multi-
media und Hoftworc deve lopment. 
'"f'he si1.e of the market detcnnine5 the salary, and Chicago is the 
third largest labor market," Lessun said. He feels thnt the reporting 
of salary is important for students. 
Rcx;cnt figures for this yeur's gru~uutcs were 130 plnccments 
from September I 997 to January of tlus year. 
Sa Innes reported were intcfltctivc digital11nlst ttl $32,5()(), gruph-
IC dcsij~ncr ut $22. 100. corporate communications und studio ntl1n -
al(cr ul ~2~ .<KKJ 
l 1111 11111rc 111iollnntio 11 on jnh plnccmcnt und stun ing snlnrics the 
ICNCIUI'CCK CCIItCI IS open lr1>111 I) ll. lll . tO 7 p.m. Oil M1111dtty throUith 
' llunstluy and 'J 11.111 . 111 ~ p .m . 011 l'nduy 
gender," Hanman reponedly said. . . · . 
University officials said they were d1sappomted by th~ verd1ct, 
and still believe the decision to reject Hartman stems from Job qual-
ification not discrimination. They said Owens was a better candi-
date for ihe job because she is an ex pen iii issues related to ethnie-
ity, gender and race. . 
A judge will decide this month whether B?whng, Gn:en .must 
offer a position to Hanman, who told the Chromcle he d stJII ltke 10 
work there. 
Campus publications draw fire 
from lesbian groups 
Collge Press Service 
GREELEY, Colo.- To print or not to print is still the question 
surrounding the name of a lunchtime discussion for lesbians at the 
University of Nonhern Colorado. 
More than 45 students complained about "Dining With Dykes" 
after two campus publications-including a newsletter distributed 
by the women's resource center that sponsors the noontime meet-
ings-printed the group's name in lists of upcoming events. The 
students said they were offended by the term "dyke" and thought it 
violated the school's anti-discrimination policies. 
Meanwhile, university administrators, wbo also thought the term 
was derogatory, are under fire for omitting it from a faculty and 
staff newsletter. Students said the omission amounts to censorship. 
"We made an editorial decision, much like those made by publi-
cations every day," Ken McConnellogue, a university spokesman 
told the Chronicle of Higher Education. "We were not going 10 
print what we viewed as a derogatory term." 
BiD Cosby to speak at U. of North Carolina 
Campus Press Service 
PEMBROKE, N.C. - A ticket to the University of North 
Carolina at Pembroke's May 16 commencement ceremony promis-
es to be the hottest in town-and perhaps the state. 
Bill Cosby is scheduled to speak at the small school, nestled in 
a sleepy, Southern town located roughly 120 miles east of 
Charloue. 
Connections helped get him there. Pembroke's chancellor, 
Joseph Oxendine, was a professor at Temple University who taught 
Cosby in the early 1960s. 
Cosby, who will receive an honorary degree during the ceremo-
ny. is appearing for free. 
The school is preparing for a full house. Up to 6,000 people are 
expected to watch about 550 graduates receive their diplomas. 
-
Registration 
(Ontinued from page 1 
registration. 
"We recognize that registra-
tion is frustrating, but you can't 
see registration in a vacuum; 
you have to see it as what"s best 
for the student," said Caroline 
Laua, academic dean. "And 
phone registration distances the 
student from the college." 
Latta contended that early 
registration is the answer to 
those who see registration as a 
hassle. Early registration 
enables the students to meet 
with an advisor in their depan-
ment, schedule their classes and 
confront any problems like full 
classes or time conflicts on the 
spot. 
Latta said CW'ly registration 
was instituted so that students 
make "a one stop shop" and get 
access to the expertise of an 
advisor in their depanment 
"We want students to form a 
bond with an advisor." she said. 
"If bond is made with students, 
they will have a person to go to 
for help. 
"Students think we' re afraid 
of technology. it's not that. 
Technology has brought us to 
litis point with early regisll11· 
tio~. We just feel phone regis· 
tratJon alienates students from 
the colleac.'' Latta sAid . 
The University of Illinois at 
Chicago began usina phone rea· 
istration in tho summer of '94. 
Ocorgc Munley, associate dir:oc· 
tor of Regi8tration and Rcc:orda, 
said things have gone smoothly' 
with the new system, and stu-
dents seem to benefit a great • 
deal from being able to phone ill 
their classes. 
"Students ftnd it more con-
venient and students do still 
· meet with advisors 011 an as-
they-need-to basis.~ Munley 
said. '1'he only thing that 'leeiiiS 
to have been lost is the mob ol 
students wanting to input their 
schedule." 
Munley said that the admin-
istration and faculty waled 
something less manual lhlt 
would put to bener use of their 
facilities. Overall, Munley llid. 
the university felt there would 
be long-range savinp widal 
the hassles of frusulteil ...,. 
dents, faculty and untrained 
temps worlcing rcgisttation. 
At Colwnbia, over half the 
student body had the QlliiOdUIII-
ty to reaister the "easief" way-
about 5,100 stlldeo_ts pre-cecilo 
tering, out of 8.209 tou& • 
dents. 
Kiana Battle, a $Clllor TV 
m~or. said she ~ eliaJble eo 
pre-register and was~ . 
with full cl85$e$ and tiiM-
Oicts. But sbesaidaho was aW · 
10 lllk to an ltdvisor,lbQulodllt 
options available to ber. 
"Beina in with~ • 
knows what Ill)' aoals .... 
can toll mo tho most~ 
way to reiiCb lhen) roall)' ~ 
flfllls my faitb io_ my 4lbili'f 1D 
make h out of l'leto wiQI Ill& 
ciUIOt I nood," sticf .... ,
~·~' ._, 
7111tll to S14rl1 
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St~d~nts' .'rip and run' method~L~nm PR finn 
rummg hbrary resources helps campus groups 
By Robby Messer 
Campus Corrrspondent (Glendale Community College) 
Many college librarians across the country say 
students are gaining easy access to information, 
not from the Internet, but by using the increasing-
ly popular "rip-and-run" method. 
Tearing pages from books, magazines and jour-
nals is an old problem for libraries, but one that 
seems to have intensified in these days of hustle 
and bustle, when students can't spare more than 
five minutes in any one place. 
Snatching a page, picture or entire passage is 
quick for students but costly for schools. It's not 
unusual for campus libraries to spend thousands of 
dollars each year to replace damaged materials, 
said Andrew Hart, preservation librarian for the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He 
estimated the university spent about $2,000 last 
year to replace vandalized items. 
"And those were just the ones we knew about," 
he said. "We still don't know how much damage is 
still sitting on our shelves. And we won't know 
until someone brings it to our attention. 
"It's sad because the money we spend to replace 
materials is money we can't spend on new tJ:tings," 
he said. 
Even worse, he adcted, is that there are no guar-
antees the missing information is replaceable. 
When books and journals that are long out of print 
are damaged, Hart said librarians must find other 
libraries carrying them. If they're successful, pho-
tocopies are made and the entire book is rebound to 
hold them in place. 
"It's a time-consuming process," he said. "And 
color illustrations can't be reproduced. 
"I think it's really sad that a minority of readers 
can have such a big effect on so many other peo-
pie." 
Darlene Miller, a senior at Arizona State 
University, counts herself among those "other peo-
ple." 
"I've had assignments of mine be late simply 
because the material was removed from the book," 
said Miller, who works in her school's copying 
center. "We are always having to send people to 
tell the librarians that pages have been ripped out." 
No section of student libraries is safe from van-
dalism, but the reference collection seems to be the 
hardest hit. Hart said he's seen drawings and pho-
tos of nude women's bodies ripped from medical 
journals and entire chapters missing from text-
books. 
"I see journals come back, to us with pages 
ripped out all the time," said Tuwanna Lightfoot, 
who works at the circulation desk at a Aorida State 
University library. "And some of those cost $200 
to replace." 
Damaged reference materials seem to have the 
most widespread effect on students, said David 
Rodriguez, . a librarian at Glendale Community 
College in Arizona. 
"When a class gets an assignment, you have 30 
or even 100 kids in here, and they all want the 
same information," he said. "Once a student takes 
a page, other students miss out. It's not so much the 
cost in dollars, but what it's costing the other stu-
dents who won't have access to the information." 
There's not much librarians can do to protect 
reading materials, but they certainly try. When a 
particular vodka ad became a popular collectible, 
Hart said librarians marked through them "to pre-
vent the article on the other side from being taken. 
"We'd like to not have to deface our own prop-
erty, of course," he said. "But if we have to do so, 
we will." 
Student editors hope 
to ·chase alcohol 
ad ban· away 
By Sam Kusic 
Ctunplls Correspondent (University of Piusb11rgh) 
PITTSBURGH - A new Pennsylvania law, designed to help curb 
underage and excessive drinking, has left college newspaper staffs 
across the state claiming they've been hung out to dry. 
The law, approved last year and commonly known as Act I 99, bans 
alcohol advertisements from "any booklet, program book, yearbook, 
magazine, newspaper, periodical, brochure, circular or other similar 
publication published by, for or in behalf of any educational institu-
tion." The law also prohibits ads- drink specials and happy-hour invi-
tations included - announcing the availability of alcohol. 
Violators face a $50 to $I ,000 fine and could have their liquor 
licenses suspended or revoked. 
Many college editors say the law infringes on free speech. Adding 
insult to injury, they say, is the loss of precious advertising revenue, 
which is often one of the biggest sources of income for many school 
papers. The Pennsylvania Newspaper Publisher's Association is on 
their side. The group has come up with its own proposal to kill the 
new law and is looking for a legislator to sponsor it, said John 
Feichtel , the association's media law counsel. 
If the law isn' t changed, some student editors say they fear it will 
lead to more editorial restrictions. 
"This is just a start," said Robert Morrison, editor in chief of 
Bloomsburg University 's "The Voice." "What else will they take 
away?" 
Some proponents dismiss arguments that the law violates First 
Amendment rights. 
" I think the concerns of young people outweigh that right," said 
state Rep. Terry Van Horne, who quickly pointed to recent student 
deaths at Pennsylvania Stale University and Indiana University at 
Pennsylvania to bolster his view. 
Far more certain is the law's effect on many student papers' bud-
gets, student editors say. This year's financial reports reveal that 
school papers statewide have taken hits. The "California limes" of 
California University of Pennsylvania, for example, stands to lose 
between $600 and $800 each semester, said Editor Nicole Dulin. 
" It's not an overwhelming loss, but it's significant," she said. "The 
whole law is ridiculous. It simply shouldn 't exist." 
Pennsylvania State University 's "Daily Collegian" thought it had 
found a way around the law when it published a list of bars, happy-
hour times and drink specials and offered it as a free service to read-
ers and local bar owners. 
The paper displayed the information in a column called the "Over 
21 Scene" that lasted only three weeks. Pennsylvania Liquor Control 
Enfoncement officers gave verbal warnings to owners who had con-
tributed information to the column. Officers did not, however, contact 
the paper, Editor Megan Donley said. 
get more exposure 
By Nikolaus Olsen 
The Roclcy Mountain Col~gian (Colorado State University) 
Imagine the campus organization you're working for is plan-
ning a huge event-like a wiener roast--and you want every 
student in the school to come and enjoy a dog. 
The problem is, you have no idea how to spread the word t-> 
students on campu's. 
· Enter Ram Public Relations, a student-run firm at Colorado 
State University. Made up of members from the university's 
chapter of Public Relations Student Society of America, Ram 
PR provides media relations services to campus groups request· 
ing help, said president Shawn Gillum. 
"A lot of groups wantto increase membership or to inform 
other studentS of happenings," he said. 
l Take th.e un iversity's Career Center for example. When the 
office recently moved to another location 'on campus, Director 
Ralph McNerney was afraid students wouldn' t follow it, so he 
called Ram PR to help' spread the ·word. · 
' ''Fortunately, we haven't lost anything," he said. Ram PR 
creates brochures, newsletters, radio and newspaper advertise-
. ments and media kits, Gillum said. Student workers also use 
, marketing sk.iiJs to determine the best way for an. organization 
to reach its target audience. 
Gaining experience at Ram PR typically pays off with an 
impressive portfolio wben it's time to go job hunting, said Stacy 
Andrews, the group's vice president 
l "It's real-world experience in a college environment," 
Andrews said. 
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INVITE YOU TO A S P ECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING OF PRIMARY COLORS 
Universal Pictures and The Chronicle invite you to an advance screening of 
Wednesday, March 18th at 7:30 p.m. at the McClurg Court Theater. , 
To receive passes stop by The Chronicle office on Tuesday, March 17th from ,3~00,p.m. to 5:09 p; 
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P A E - s E N T E D B V 
THE HOKIN CENTER 
Robert 
Stevenson 
SOC gets socked by 
school, it's about 
time 
or SOC as it is known 
around campus, is a joke. A joke that docs not seem to 
funny to me since my tuition funds it. 
I attended a meeting about a week and a half ago and had to 
restrain myself from laughing at this farce of democracy at work. 
During the meeting, Madeline Roman-Vargas announced that Dean 
Lee appointed Roman-Vargas and/or Art Burton, Director of Student 
Diversity and Minority Affairs. to basically run SOC. 
Vargas and Burton were appointed to fac ilitate SOC meetings 
because SOC could not get enough students SOC representatives to 
attend meetings and elect officers to run things. This is not some-
thing new with SOC. Historically attendance is low at meetings, it 
takes threats of suspending the recognition of organizations to get 
them to meetings on a regular basis. This works because if an orga-
nization does not have the recognition of SOC for one they are not 
really a recognized Columbia Organization and two, they are not eli-
gible for any funds available through SOC. 
I would say that this attitude on the part of the unattending orga-
nizations is par for the course with the way most students act around 
here, if it does not affect them, then they do not care. 
At this meeting, one of the few active participants in SOC was 
upset because he felt the Dean was taking the "student" out of 
Student Organizations Council. He said it was a threat to democra-
cy and that the school is taking away our student government. 
The fact is, WE DO NOT HAVE A STUDENT GOVERNMENT. 
SOC is just something that loosely resembles a student government. 
SOC has no real power to affect the student body as a whole. They 
have no say in the policies set forth by the administration. They have 
no college-wide elections. If anything, it is just a group that rubber 
stamps budgets for each individual group, handing out money hand 
over fist to whoever wants it. 
Think about it. if the administration runs SOC, each group should 
be able to simply present their proposals, which meet certain guide-
lines set forth by the Dean's Office. individually. This way everyone 
is happy. The groups have what they need, the administration has 
their hand in the what does and does not go on and students get, 
hopefully, well organized and sufficiently funded events. 
I think the Student Life Office should continue to run things. By 
placing an administrator in charge. someone who knows the bureau-
cracy of the school first hand , student groups should have an easier 
time getting things they need to put on events around campus. They 
also would not have to worry about pesky things like having enough 
members present to vote on budgets, elections and not so important 
things like that 
So, why is SOC not working? Why is it so hard to get people to 
meet on a regular basis? 
I would contend it is because we arc a commuter school. 
Everyone, with the exception of those who live in the dorms or with-
in five blocks o f the school, comes in for classes , then leaves. 
What reason would they have to stay he re? 
Again, this is a problem that any commuter college faces. This 
place is not conducive to people who want to come to school. go to 
class and hang out. The areas to hang out in are small and not that 
much fun real ly. 
Maybe SOC does not work because there are too few leaders at 
Columbia. 
Maybe it is because no one really cares what happens tn the o ther 
groups. 
Maybe no one cares penod . 
Pe rhaps the Dean could make more of an impact by j ust sus-
pending all the organ11.ati~~ which have poor attcn~ancc. By d01 ng 
if11~ . the number of rcquir,i:d members that arc ncc9cd to hold elec-
tiOns would be lower and thu~. an attai nable goal. 
So what can you do about things'! I would ~uggc,t . if you nrc n 
member of a campu~ organir.ation, you attend your group's meetings 
and the SOC meeting~ to make • urc thing• arc somewhat running 
•rno~>thl y. 
For the rc•l of th l\ •cmc•ler SOC •l10uld JU\1 he called OC. no 
•tudcnl\ to run 11, so no \ ludcnl ' 111 the name. 
l'lca'JC feel free 10 wTJtc The Ch rru111'ie about tlu• " ' uc . & mall IS 
the qutckc51 and cWJtc•t way to gel 111 touch. Just write us ul 
chron96@lnteraccn J.com and mctudc your name and phone num-
ber tn c33C we have quc•tion~ about your comments. 
edltoifals are the oplnlona of the Chronicle'• 
editorl.al board. Column• are the opinion• of 
the authort. Vlewt expretted 1n the opinion 
~·aren't uecee•arlly the opinion• of The 
Cbionk1e, Columbia'• joumaU•m department 
or Columbia CoUeee. 
~ Cbroutele welcome• letfere to the edJ. 
tor. Wednetdaf .. the deadltne tor eubml•· 
•tcm.. Pleau Include fuU name, year and 
tnajor. LetUft can k fu:ed to 3127427·3920, 
~d to chrou980 fnteraece••·com, mailed 
w 623 8. Wabu h Ave., SUite 205, Cldca.o, IL 
60605 or po.ted on the Cbronlcle't interactive 
forum at 
SOC's purse strings 
not being kept tight 
enough for some 
An open lett~r to 
those in charge of 
financing school activ-
ities, namely the 
Student Organization 
Council : 
It has come to my 
attention that the 
Student Organizations 
Council (SOC) is out of money to issue to its var-
ious groups. Apparently, because there w~ no set 
allotment of funds for each group, some groups 
received large amounts of money and others were 
left holding an empty bag without ever having 
requested funds. 
My question is, who thought it was a good idea 
to have a large sum of money set aside for SOC 
and not di vide it equally among each of the student 
groups? Surely, this is not the way business is con-
ducted on a school-wide basis (at least I hope not). 
SlONE -:-
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If SOC had a limited amount of fund$, an equal 
division among the groups seems to lk the only 
logical choice. '· 
Since SOC representatives of each group 
approve each budget request, some would argue 
that since each budget was approved, they are 
somewhat responsible for the depletion of the 
money, especially in eases were large amounts 
were approved. 
HOGWASH! If things were run in an effiCient 
and business-like manner, each group would have 
had a set amount of funds to work with. 1be mem-
bers of SOC had no choice but to approve the bud-
get requests to them. It was either that or not 
approve ANY budget presented to them. 
Now each of the student groups will probably 
be without money until Fall of 1998. What are they 
supposed to do in the meantime? Their fund-rais-
ing efforts only go so far. . 
This letter is not an attack on any 'one person. I 
am not very business-minded, but I know that 
things should not be done in a manner such as this. 
A prompt and honest response would be greally 
appreciated. 
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"Read my lips, no new taxes," said 
former President Bush in his campaign 
for president, but I have a better idea, 
"READ MY ARTICLE, NO NEW 
REPUBLICANS." 
For over 20 years, Republicans, have 
dominated the offices of Governor, 
Secretary of State, and Lt. Governor in 
Illinois. 
What! can't understand is why we, the 
voters, allow the GOP to continue to 
dominate these offices. 
Since the primary election is upon us 
we should think seriously about who we 
want to have to choose when it comes 
time to vote again in the November elec-
tion. 
So far in the race for governor, former 
Attorney General Roland Burris is at the 
top of the polls here in Chicago. If he 
wins the primary he will go against 
Re publican .----------, 
George 
Ryan, or 
whoever 
wins the 
GOP nomi-
nation. 
The same 
thing hap-
pened in the 
last election. 
When Dawn '----------' 
Clark Nestch ran in 1994, she did not 
have enough support behind her to beat 
Governor Jim Edgar and before the elec-
tion Edgar was the only Republican nom-
inee. 
What is wrong with this picture? It 
looks like the same thing will happen 
again. The Chicago Sun-Times reported a 
poll ·three weeks ago that George Ryan 
was highly favored by democrats as well 
as by the GOP. 
People should realize that the GOP 
does not really care about the people 
unless they are pressured by the public to 
take action. 
The biggest complaint is how the 
Chicago Public Schools have been affect-
ed by the GOP governors of Illinois. As 
most of you remember, there were sever-
al teacher strikes and budget cuts. 
Under Edgar in 1992, sports and other 
activities were almost cut until charities 
donated money to keep it run ning. 
Under Thompson it was bad enough 
and it became worse under Edgar, but 
....----------., Edgar cov-
ered his 
back and 
worked 
the situa-
tion out 
only after 
b e i n g 
pressured. 
These 
actions 
'------------' h a v e 
greatly affected the citizens of Chicago 
too long. 
It is time to take action -get out there 
and vote democratic. 
It wasn't until Clinton was elected 
president that people realized the prob-
lems the Regan-Bush administrations 
caused and that took 12 years. 
In our situation as a state we have let 
the wool cover our eyes at least 17 years 
under a GOP governor. 
There is not too much to say about the 
secretary of state race, but why is it that 
secretary of slate officers have become 
gubernatorial hopefuls? 
The Democrats, Tim McCarthy and 
Jesse White, seem to be concerned about 
the "regular people," according to their 
debate on television, but how should we 
choose between them? 
It is clear the main difference between 
them is that one is black and the other is 
white, but this should not reflect who 
people should vote for. 
GOP candidates, Robert Churchill and 
Al Salvi, were concerned about front and 
back license plates. The complaint about 
that is it would cost drivers more money. 
There are no worries about the senate 
race, but why don't we have a favorable 
democrat for governor like we have for 
senator? 
One thing is clear here. It is not a mat-
ter of democrat or GOP. It is the matter of 
the person on the ballot. 
I hope that everyone who is chosen in 
this primary will upset the GOP hopefuls. 
If not, we will have to wait another four 
years. 
Read The Chronicle, it's keen! 
Columbia dorms are not as bad as Stevenson says 
By Mark Dascoli 
Web Page Editor 
wrong. 
It is different from a normal tenant arrangement. In the contract, there is a clause 
allowing free search of a room to check for compliance with terms of the contract and 
I am shocked and appalled by the flawed ideology spewed forth last week in Robert other college rules. But, clause or no clause, it is a sticky situation legally. I mean, sure, 
Stevenson's column on drug use at the Residence Center. Having lived at the Residence the Residence Center has the right to enter a room and check fo r compliance to the con-
Center for two and a half years, I am qualified to shed light on Mr. Stevenson's com- tract and laws, but what about drawers, boxes, papers, book bags, etc.? 
ments. A person's protection against unreasonable search and seizure include their "per-
To begin with, the vast majority of drug abuse at the Residence Center comes in the sons, houses, papers, and effects" thanks to our forefathers. So, these rights surely 
form of alcohol and pot. Shocking? Hardly! ll is the· same at schools all across the coun- could be argued to follow the person regardless of where they are and who "owns" their 
try. And yet, point taken, it is illegal. But Rob's contention that drug use runs rampant apartment. And who will conduct the searches: the Director, his assistant, Community 
and unchecked at the Residence Center has no basis in reality. The staff of the Assistants, the police? Each would have different jurisdiction and varying levels of 
Residence Center frequently break up parties where there is "7....,..-----= -:-:----- --, authority. 
underage drinking and/or pot smoking. Furthermore, a simple clause in a contract is not a be-
Like most institutions of higher education, the Residence all-and-end-all. Quoting from The Reader's Digest 
Center deals with the inevitable problem of drug and alcohol Legal Problem Solver, " ... a clause that infringes unrea-
use in a realistic and reasonably effective way (with the pos- sonably upon a tenant's right to privacy will probably 
sible exception of the Essex Inn situation). Fortunately, this not be enforceable." So, all things considered, it is real-
way does not include Rob's solution of unannounced room ly dangerous ground for the Residence Center, which is 
searches for several reasons I previously thought would be probably why they tend to not go there. 
painfully obvious. I am sure it was easy for Rob to suggest this idea 
First, there is that pesky matter of the fourth amendment which protects citizens' while sitting at a desk at the Chronicle. ll is easy to strip someone else's rights to solve 
rights against unreasonable search and seizure without a warrant and probable cause. a problem, but I am sure Rob would object to random unannounced searches in his 
Second, the analogy Rob used between high school locker searches and unannounced house or apartment complex- as would anybody. 
room cheeks at the Residence center is just sad. A high school locker is a box to keep And I will remind you that this is good! It's one of the things we are supposed to 
books in whereas an apartment is a home-a huge difference to be sure. And finally, stand for in America. Sure a lot of institutions and government agencies would have a 
such tactics would create a hostile, disrespectful and uneasy environment. much easier time if they did not have to deal with the rights of American citizens, and 
Now I am sure someone reading this will want to point out the fact that the actual more crime might be prevented if random, unwarranted searches could take place. But 
relationship between residents and their apartments at the Residence Center is simi lar personal rights and privacy are American ideals and are absolutely embedded in our 
to the student locker relationship in that students are just borrowing this space for a way of life. To disrespect them is appalling. 
while from the Residence Center which retains complete ownership of the room and 
thus can enter and search any apartment they please. Well, they would be both right and 
By Linda C. Black 
TribrUI• M~dia Suvicn 
The sun is going from Pisces. which favors 
actors and musicians. into Aries. which favors ath· 
letes. That ' ll happen on Friday. so figure out which 
category you fit into and you ' II know which side of 
the week will be easier. On Monday and Tuesday, 
the sun's in Pisces and the moon's in Scorpio. That 
obviously favors the Water signs. and emotions 
will prevail over logic. The moon goes into 
Sagittarius the middle of the day on Wednesday. 
and stays there until Friday. While the sun's still in 
Pisces on Wednesday and Thursday. there will be 
confusion mixed with great creativity. 
Philosophical insights will be abundant then. too. 
On Friday. the sun goes into Aries and the moon 
goes into Capricorn . Midday 's jubilation will be 
followed by a confrontation that night as exuber· 
ance and experience vie for authority. That battle 
rages for most of the weekend. in fact. It's an inter· 
esting way to start the astrological new year. since 
it's a conflict that can never be resolved. Truth is. 
both need to work together. as we ' II all learn again. 
Aries (Man:h 21-April 19). Money manage· 
ment is your major theme the first part of this 
week. If you need to borrow. Tuesday's probably 
your best day. with Wednesday morning following 
a close second. Travel is almost good on 
Wednesday and Thursday. but it looks hke there 
are complications. Something you said you'd do 
rsn ' t quite finished yet. If you put in a lrttlc over-
time. you could get that done Thursday nrght. 
allowing you to celebrate the spring equrnox wrth 
a long weekend. A vrsit to older friends or famrl y 
goes well in some respects. There 's still an argu-
ment. but it looks like you have a pretty good 
chance of winning. 
Taurus {April 20-May 20). Team up wuh a 
fnend on Monday and Tuesday to rmprove your 
chances of success. Move qurckly on Wednesday 
morning to get the best deal. If you wart until the 
afternoon. the same item might cost you more. 
Company rs comrng Thursday or Friday. and rl 
could be expensive. Entertarnrng at home save~ 
money. and rs a more rntrmate scttrng. That' ll he 
especially true on Saturday and Sunday. You and a 
dear friend may hrde out there and avord a nasty 
confrontation. An Aries you know rs in a particu-
larly combative mood. <o grve that one a wrde 
berth. 
Gemini (May 21-June 2 1). Organr1.c famrly 
and co-worken to <olvc a communrty prohlcm. By 
workrng together. you can clean thrngs up and 
make 11 safe for cvcryhody on Monday and 
Tuesday. About Wednesday afternoon. you' ll start 
to get antsy. and there arc all sorts of change< and 
actr vrtres planned for then through Fnday You' ll 
wrsh you could be rn about four drfferent places at 
the Jame trme. You' re pretty qu rck. If anyone could 
do rl. rt would be you Talk to an older per<on over 
the weekend about gettrng w methrng you· ve been 
wantmg for your home. The odd.< a.rc good 
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Provrdc what 's 
needed to pu<h an older penon to <uccc« on 
Monday or Tuesday Your attentron could make all 
the drfference You' lllearn the mn<l from the work 
you' re domg on Wednc!lday and Thursday Ju<l 
keep pract.crng untrl you get rl nght II mrght look 
hke your plan• are thwarted on Fnday. but not to 
worry By Saturday. thrng< •hould be pretty much 
back on 'IChedule Sunday mornrng "good for VI\· 
111ng w11h brochen and !11\ler<. but the party won 't 
go late Everybody ha.• other thongs to do heforc 
Monday. 
lAo (July D-Au-. ll). 'J'h" "1 very lucratr ve 
~for you There'• m•rney comrng rn all week 
long. SliCk t l~ to home on Monday anti Tuesday 
You' ll be rrK,_t pr1xltX:IIve there Prom Wcdnc'll.lly 
tt.roup Prlday. spor~ K trvn•e• nd romance arc 
favtJrt d , not nKt•.anly 1n thlll order Y!lu' ll 
hec:ome even )U(.krer Pnday. dunng the middle of 
the dll)'. arxl that cvcnrnJ UJI.IId be stupendou•. y,,._,, lrfe ltw>h more like work than play fmrn late 
f'rfday night through mt~t t>f the weekend. hl •wcv 
* • 
cr. If you' re with the right person and don ' t get 
grumpy. even that will be bonding. That's how 
you'll find out if you're with the right person. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). You' re so powerful 
Monday and Tuesday that you're beginning to 
draw attention. You make things that other people 
find practically impossible to do look ea.~y. Study 
a situation at home on Wednesday so you can fix 
it on Thursday and Friday. Don't be afraid to ask 
your roommates for help. or money, as required. 
Save the weekend for your own true love. If you 
don' t have a true love yet. this weekend is a good 
time to find one. Invite the best prospect over for 
dinner. 
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). You know what you 
ought to be doing. so start putting in the correction. 
Give money to a partner on Monday and Tuesday 
for something that will benefit you both. Study 
intensely from Wednesday through Friday. You can 
break yourself through to a new level of awareness. 
Plan to spend this weekend at home. It's a good 
time to clean out closets. including the ones in your 
mind .. Either fin ish up those old obligations. or 
simply let the people know that you can' t. Don't 
worry about it any longer. 
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). You' re a very 
strong leader on Monday and Tuesday. You'll 
motivate the whole team to perforrn beyond their 
own expectations. and everybody else's. Go shop-
prng Wednesday afternoon for a special gi ft. Your 
loved one will nrp. Buy <omcthing that will help 
you work faste r on Thursday. A roommate or co-
worker's advrce le;~ds you to a fncnd who can help 
'olve your problem on Pnday. You're smarter than 
usual over the weekend. Take on a challenge that 
requires both manual and mental exertion. You' re 
up tort. 
Sagit tarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21 ). Keep most of 
what you know to yourself on Monday and 
Tuesday. The odds of berng misunderstood or mis-
Interpreted arc way too hrgh. Do something for 
your roommate on Wedne<day morning , so you 
can have what you want Wednesday evening. 
Thu~day and Fnday arc your hest days all week. 
wnh Frrday evening domonating. Schedule your 
brg date for then. Buy a gift for the one you love 
over the weekend. but take that person along. That 
way you won' t get the wrong rtem by mistake. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Collaborate with 
fncnds on Monday and Tuesday to master a diffi-
cult subJect. You' ll rnsprrc each other to be mag-
nificent. Schedule a meeting for Wednesday morn-
ing. It 's ca.<rcr to make decisions then. You're 
in•pired to take action on Thursday. but may not 
get the work done untol Friday. It 's something you 
want to change about your domicile. In fact. you 
may dccrde to change the whole thing over the 
weekend. That would be an excellent time to ei ther 
renovate, or move. 
Aquaritu (Jan. 20-•' eb. 18). You ' ll have to do 
as you' re told on Monday and Tuesday. but the 
rewards could he quite generous. Turn it down 
through. rf it 's illegal. You ' ll never get away with 
11. On Wednesday afternoon. you'd be sure to tell 
an honest fnend. Don' t spend money on a group 
endeavor on Thursday. Put 1l into savings instead. 
You' ll get even smarter Friday allernoon. Study 
wrth a team that evenin11. and find a brilliant solu-
tion to a drfficult problem. Go throuah the an:hivos 
over the weekend. The thing you need to know to 
get ahe11d IS history. Tnlk to a person who's been 
there and done thnt. 
PI.'ICa (lo'eb. 19-March lO). A forc l11n contact 
•hnuld bnng the money you need on Momlny nnd 
Tuesday Study early Wednesday for n test that 
afternoon Oct a hrghly orlluniLed per110n to help 
you woth n drfftcuh lll!OII!nmcnl on 11IuOidny. On 
l' nday, you'll •tart thrnkln! more about money. 
Don' tjust wurry n11nl u ly I l11urc out huw to man· 
aac 11 An older fncnd could help you with lh"t tM•k 
over the weekend. Don't be cmbarraned to u k. 
·n,ls person will love the opportunity to help. 
NO SBLLillfQ 
Lookiaa for people ro iateniew CUikW'n .,.ll.....,..., 
$8 for good~ SUI forncelkapedta..,.,!IJI 
pay on weekends. Flex.ible houra. Loc:ated 1tep1 
Franklin "L" stOp. 
Call Today! (312) 640-2563 
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1 Bridges 
6 Noah's vessel 
9 _ Gras 
14 Use a blender 
15 Zodiac s ign 
16 Boobs 
17 Thai or Korean, 
e.g. 
18 Musical gift 
19 Soagolng 
20 Piece of broken 
pottery 
21 Tart fruit 
23 A c tress Tilly 
25 Ready or_ 
26 Wanting 
31 Uke duck feet 
36 Unpopular 
rodents 
37 W e t expanses 
39 Ahead of time 
40 Matures 
41 Ethiopia's 
Selassie 
43 "Sleepless in 
Seattle" star 
Meg 
44 Absconds 
46 Drop h eavily 
47 Dog or wolf 
ending 
48 Past and 
present, e.g. 
50 Allowances 
52 Actor Kilmer 
54 Bad dog 
55 Deadlock 
61 Parody 
65 Acrylic fiber 
66 Tightening 
snake 
67 F ind the answer 
68 Lavish repast 
69 S ullivan a nd 
McMahon 
70 DeGeneres 
series 
71 Tithe amount 
72 Straw drawn 
73 Chicago tower 
DOWN 
1 Health resorts 
2 Shove 
3 Solo at the Met 
4 Close calls 
5 Tran s m itter 
6 Baldwin brother 
7 Back part 
8 Islamic text 
9 Aquatic mammal 
of Florida 
10 Memo acronym 
1 t Invitation 
acronym 
1 2 Settlement 
13 M an o r W ight, 
e.g. 
22 Ship's front 
24 A c tress L i llian 
26 W orking copy 
27 Winged predator 
28 Dutch genre 
painter 
29 ndal situation 
30 Devers and 
Parent 
32 Striped 
advertisement 
33 William Jennings 
34 Spir a l-horned 
antelope 
35 Units of force 
38 Assigned place 
In a sequence 
42 Classic saga 
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ESPN SEAENA o'Et"fits 
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45 _heaven 
49 Newsman 
Donaldson 
51 Kissers 
53 M aker's sticker 
55 Gentle 
56 Elder or alder 
57 A ctor B a tes 
58 Misplaced 
59 Hubbub 
60 R ight on maps 
62 _ podrlda 
63 Beyond 
64 Marshes 
Letc Whe Chronl 
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room 
·~ ,-( 11 Hermann Conaway Scholarship Hillary Kalish Scholarship 
$2,000 for one academic year $2,500 maximum award per ocodemlc 
($1 ,000 awarded In Foil, 1998 and year ($1 ,250 awarded Foil, 1998 and 
$1 ,000 awarded In Spring, 1999). $1 ,250 awarded Spring, 1999). This 
This scholarship Is for ful~tlme outstond- scholarship helps medically and Rnon-
lng studenta who hove demonstrated dolly challenged students complete on 
iooderahlp ability on Columbia's com· undergraduate degree. (Port-time 
pus or boyond. students ore eligible to apply.) 
lllllltiiiiiiJ: April l , IU/111 llnlltiiJIIO: MIIJ' ], 1098 
Applications are available 9t the Aaaoclate Pravoat Office for Student AHolrs, 600 South Michigan Avenue, 
Room 300 and the Financial Aid Office 600 South Michi on Avenue Room 303 
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Cotumb1CJ Cottese Chice1so 
Le1tino0 in the Art0 CetebrCJtion 
MCJrch J - April J7J 1990 
Latino in the Arts Exhibit: 
"Latino Serigraphs" 
March 2·19, Hokin Annex 
Opening Reception: 
Wednesday, March 4, 1998 
Performance by: Latin Jazztet 
Hokin Gallery, 623 S. Wabash 
3:00 · 6:00 p.m. 
Mini Film Festival Series 
Friday, March 6, 6:30 p.m. 
"Nueva Yol" 
Saturday, March 7, 6:30 p.m. 
"Chicanos" 
.. ~ Friday, March 13,6:30 p.m. 
"La ;Leyenda de Tanguito 1993 
· Argentina" 
Saturday, March 14, 6:30 p.m. 
"Mi Puerto Rico" 
Sponsored by: L.U.N.A. and iAHORA! 
Films will be shown at the 
Columbia College Residence Center 
731 S. Plymouth Ct. 
Latino Students Spring Reception 
Tuesday, March 10, 1998 
Hokin Annex, 12:00 - 5:00 p.m. 
Meet and socialize with other Latino 
Students. Food and refreshments will 
be provided. 
Music provided by Columbia College 
Guitar Ensemble and Sin Censura 
Sponsored by: L.U.N.A. and iAHORA! 
David Hernandez Street Sounds 
And Eduardo Arocho 
Wednesday, March 11, 
11:30 · 2:00 p.m. 
Rokin Gallery 
623 S. Wabash 
Classical Guitar Recital 
Monday, March 23, 1998 
11:45 a.m. 
Performance by: Norman Ruiz 
Cemmemorating the 50th 
anniversary of Mexican composer 
Manuel Ponce's death. 
Hokin Gallery 
623 S. Wabash 
Student Discussion: 
Neighborhood Gentrification 
Thursday, March 26, 1998. 11:00 
a.m. 
Speakers: 
Carlos Flores & Joy Aruguete 
Faculty Lounge, 11th floor 
- 624 S. Michigan 
Latin American Music Festival 
from Spanish Rock to Salsa 
Thursday, April 16 
& Friday , April 17 
· 5:00 -10:00 p.m . 
Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash 
Latino Writer's Workshop $eries 
Thursday, April 23, 1998 
11:30 a.m. 
Faculty Lounge, 11th floor 
624 S. Michigan 
14th Chicago Latino Film Festival 
Presents: Women in Film: 
Perspectives Symposium 
Monday, April 27, 9:30 · 11:30 a.m. 
Ferguson Theater, 
600 S. Michigan 
Reception to follow: 
12:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
College Relations and Development 
Conference Room, 4th floor 
600 S. Michigan 
Sponsored by: Student Life & Development and the Office of 
Latino Cultural Affairs 
By Carly Crone 
Ct~rrr.tpt~tld~nt 
e 
Two months ago I was on an air plane headed toward Nagano, Japan for the 1998 
Winter Olympics to work for CBS News. I was hired to work there as a runner for the 
traffic depanment for two months. 
I didn' t have any preconceptions of Japan because I was unfamiliar with the culture 
and lifestyle of that Asian country. I researched Japan as to what the people are like and 
customs I should follow so I wouldn' t offend anyone. I wanted to be an American who 
shows respect and an understanding of the Japanese way of life I was about to ex peri· 
ence. I didn't want to be an ugly American. My intentions were both forgettable and 
unforgettable. 
TOKYO 
I arrived in Tokyo at night. was very disorientated with the time change and my new 
surroundings. What I saw on the bus ride to the hotel was different from what I was 
accustomed to. but nonetheless interesting. Every car was either a BMW or Mercedes. 
top of the line I might add. I saw no junky cars or anything made in the late SO's or 
early 90's for that matter. But the majority of the people in these cars were men. 
Everyone wore business suits and looked hke they were on thei r way to an imponant 
funt·tion. 
After arri ving at the hotel and unpack10g our things. we went out for dinner. The 
restaurant was filled with smoke and men. I and the three American women I was with 
were the only. women in the restaurant. When we entered I fe lt like a million eyes were 
on me. 
My first real taste of Japanese food was somewhat unsettling. I learned quickly that 
it was probably not going to suffice my appetite. My first and last attempt to taste fish 
and sushi was in Tokyo. I later had a friend send me $ 145 won h of food from the U. 
s. 
Tokyo itself was fi lled with bright lights and tall bui ldings. A Las Vegas of the 
Orient if you wi ll. Bright. neon signs trying to outdo the one next to it. The majority of 
the signs I couldn ' t understand except for Pachinko. which is a Japanese gambling 
ad 
After weeks of trying to assimilate into their culture and being rejected, time_. 
time again, I was frustrated. I would say hello, speak slowly or innocently smile ill 
didn ' t understand, but that was not enough for the Japanese. 
The worst experience I had was when we went out to dinner one nighl In J..-
there is a sign for no. It was either a small X with two fingers or the big X which ill 
with the two forearms or the double X which is a few big X's in a row. This re:su. 
rant called Kahn's was rumoured to have excellent food. We went in there one ni-
and they gave us the big X. tell ing us they couldn't seat us. Usually restaurants wOild 
put us on a list but this one just said we couldn't sit in there and have dinner. 
A few nights later we went back. Luckily there were many seats available IIIII lheJ 
seated us. We ordered a bottle of wine and looked at the menu. After about~ 
minutes our waitress arrived and we placed our order. As we sat there and sipped~ 
wine people gradually began fi lling up the tables. We ordered 
an appetizer that we still had not received after being there for 
close to 35 minutes. We asked the waitress where our food 
was and she just placed her pointer finger in the air. We wait-
ed and ordered another bottle of wine. After being there for 
almost an hour. we noticed that people who sat down after us 
were being served their meals which. incidentally. were iden-
tical to what we had ordered. (NOTE: in Japan. it is custom-
ary to serve food at different times so we knew the delay of 
service had nothing to do with the different preparation times 
:aJD~...<.~~o;tt for the food. 
game 
After my noght on Tokyo. II was onward to my rc<odcnce for the next two months. 
NAGANO 
Nagano rcmondcd me of a <mal l <ko town on Colorado Not a htg <kt town hkc Aspen 
or Vat I hut «>mcthong along the ltnc< of Copper Mount a on ·n.c roud5 were extremely 
narrow Sup!JO'Cdly. the rca<on for the <!reel< betng " ' narrow. compured to other 
cotoe• on Iapan." hecau<c N,o!(ano w,"n"l homhed duro ng World War II 
~>me of the ctttc< out<tdc Nag.onn were hemtloful One d.oy we went In sec the onfu· 
mrn.- <now monkey< whoth were ,om,o!IO![. There wrre hundred< ol tnonkcy< walko ng 
armJOd on thr arr,o They would 'II on lh<' hoi hath< and «"'~ thcm<<'l vc< The hot h.oth 
that the monkey< II'<: wa< nrn r u«·d hy the puhltt After w mpl:ttnl' ot monkey doo· 
""'' the park dcud<:d to donatr 11 In the mnnk ry< 
Another d(ty we went lo ,, pl.u r ''" hnur oui \ Hic N,tg.mo to """w muh1lc. The 
""cr.,.ry w..s~ hkc ~fUOJl up In hc.avrn ~, hr HHlllll l ,u nc; .1nd I he lrrqh "now w.t ~ hrcath 
takmg Wmd< t.on·t de<crohe wh,ot I <.ow 
Thr 'l.enk''l' Temple w•• .on<>thcr .ollr.tttHJII 111 N.• ~t·'"" CliS Olympot andu•r. Jun 
'<arw.c dod ht< ontcrv1cw< fmm the <tu<lto th,tt I BS huolt on the <ntr<'d gnoum.l< of the 
tempi~ When we walked .tround the f!WUnd< of the temple. I <,ow ,, Buddltt<l cere· 
mony I!<M h Buddha <tatue rcprc•cntcd •nmctlung cl•e There were a •ct of Jludtlhn<, 
m the front or the entrance. that had red cloth• draped ~round them. The red cloth• rep· 
re<~ented women who had abortum~ When at;ont<>n< were lllcgul In the United Stute~ 
yun ago many arnuent people would Jn lo Japan to have the prucec.lurc performed. I 
w uldn' t really get a feel for ll udc.lhl •m but I do knnw th8111 Is very sncred In J"phn and 
pr114.u<.e<J ~>r mote Jap!lneoe 
At n.-t wu •~ited to inter<M-t wilh the people and tu rn nbout thtm but the nrst 
few days wer~ very fruotr&tlng Everyone walked around with ~uch sttlbUs roccs. Mony 
people wwiOn 't look u• "' the fACe. Only the children ~~ecmcd lu smile. 'The m'l)urlty 
rtf lhe peovle didn' t oum to he fnend ly ·n.ey wrJttld check nur pas8Cls Into the 
lmernatt<:mal Brr>~Kk:ll~t Center ( IJJC) and not even ln11k at u• in I he rncc. 
After asking our waitress several times where our food was 
and on our third bottle of wine. we decided this was ridiculous. 
We were very pohte to the waitress but a little imputient after 
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1&W.W/i~:IW-~if?:~0~~~~n~"'fi.;-;,;;1;:1[i;:-p;f::-:-;;-r--:--:-!-1 Thirty's. Those places were packed every night. Pink Elephant and 
being there for close to two hours. Finally we wanted to leave when a table sat down 
an hour after us were served their drinks and meals. When we got up they laughed at 
us. They made sure though we paid our bill fo r the wine and that was it . No apology 
for the slow service, and for ignoring us, nothing. They didn' t want to serve us because 
we we re Americans. 
I had never been discriminated against before, but what a lesson! It wasn ' t a pleas-
ant lesson to learn but it was awakening to what so many people have fe lt for so many 
years and still feel today. 
THE GAMES 
The average ticket price for any big event was about $500. CBS had seats to give 
out so we never had to buy tickets. I saw the opening ceremonies, women's and men's 
ice hockey matches. The best game was the 
women's ice hockey finals. I was very proud to be 
an American when they played the National 
Anthem. The women. I think , rightfully deserve a 
medal, unlike the men's hockey team who didn't 
seem like they care. 
After seeing the USA men's hockey team lose 
to Canada was a blow to all the expectations of 
them winning a medal. But to see the Czech 
Republic win was great. They weren't expected to 
win. But with all the hard work and sportsmanship 
shown. they won the gold medal. 
Many countries had designated houses for their 
teams. After the Czech Republic won we went to 
the Czech house. Everyone was so happy and they 
were chanting names of the players. There was 
free beer for everyone in celebration of their win. 
THE RATINGS 
The ratings were low but that wasn't all due to 
CBS. The time change made it very hard for the 
games to be aired live in the United States and by 
the next morning everyone knew the result,. 
Weather was uncontrollable and when events 
that were scheduled to be aired live were can-
celled. it was not the fault of CBS. Critics blamed 
CBS for not putting something on the air. but there 
was nothing to atr. 
Toward the end. during the figure skating event, 
CBS gave the advertisers free air time when it 
knew they were losing money. This is natural 
because of the reasons mentioned above. ) et crit-
ics were still very harsh on the amount of com-
mercials aired. 
In 2000 when the Olympics are in Australia 
many of the same problems that occurred in Japan 
will reoccur in Sydney. Not even money can con-
tml the weather or the time for that matter. 
NIGHTLIFE 
In Nagano there were only three places to go: Pink Elephant, Liberty's and 
Thirty 's combined would equal the size of my studio apartment. They 
would get so packed that it was like a bunch of sardines dancing . 
., I guess they were good bars. We had a lot of great times and late nights 
but after the disc jockey played Macarena three times a night. we knew 
we weren't in the United States. 
One night. in fact, it was the same night after our dinner experien~e. 
we went to a bar called Winds. It was kind of off the tmck but wasn't as 
crowded as the other bars. 
At the Olympic games, or any other big media event. pin trading is 
very p<ipular. The athletes usually had the best pins and those were obvi-
ously the hot commodity. I noticed these guys wearing USA jackets so I 
knew they were athletes. I was always designated to approach the 
prospect for the pin and then my friends would simply coll ect. I went up 
to these two guys and asked them for a pin. That was the usual drill. A 
lot of the time the athletes would talk back but these guys stared me right 
in the eye and said no. They were obviously from the United States. 
Eventually their table got bigger and we finally realized it was the US 
Hockey team. 
Chicago Blackhawks Chris Chelios sat about 3 feet away from me and 
since I had the Chicago connection I thought I had an in. I was wrong. 
These guys were so self consumed it was unbelievable. Maybe I offend-
ed them because I didn't know who they were . Still. they weren ' t in Japan 
to be recognized. They were there to represent the United States. 
After spending a few minutes talking with Chelios he asked about 
other places in Nagano. I mentioned the three places. Later that night we 
saw them heading over to the Pink Elephant. 
A few nights later, Valentine's Day to be exact, we went to the Pink 
Elephant. The majority of the hockey team was hovering in a small cor-
ner with a crate of beer in front of them. They remembered who I was but 
the three highlights of that night were: meeting Jeremy Roenick (who. 
incidentally was the nicest one on the team); having the hockey team sign 
my USA Hockey Jersey I got that day as a birthday present, and watch-
ing Roenick dance on the stair case while my friend and I danced on 
chairs across from him. 
When I tell you there were three places to party in Nagano I am obvi-
ously telling the truth or why else would the USA Hockey Team be there? 
OVERVIEW 
Everyday was a good day. The people I met made it the best time of 
my life. The stupid things we did along with long hours of work made it 
worth all the while. The new and unfamiliar experiences I made it a truly 
wonderful learning experience. I met two people who will be a part of my 
life for what I hope is forever. We accumulated five and a half hours of 
video tape and 22 rolls of film . I kno._, that we' ll never be back in Japan 
together but the memories I have of these friends and experiences will 
never be replaced. The happy times, the long days, the stressful situations 
and the tears of joy were overshadowed by some of the bad experiences 
we went through. 
Every experience that everyone has is different. Not everyone had the same experi-
ence that I had, but my experiences in Japan were mine. Sometimes even bad experi-
ences come out good. They make you a stronger person and force you to look at things 
in a different light. 
I had the best two months of my life in Japan and I wouldn't trade it for the world. 
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Jstudents wotks displqyed in "AR.lWOR.K" showcase! 
Residence· Community Council successful in its first attempt to raise money for Residence scholarship 
By Simone Thiessen 
C tJrrt'.f{HJndt'nl 
Students and visitors came to the Columbia Residence 
Center on Feb. 28 to admire the various pieces in "ART-
WORKS," the an show and silent auction sponsored by the 
Residence Community Council. 
This is the first time RCC has anempted an event of this 
size and it was fairly successful hy raising over a hundred dol-
lars for the Residence Housing Scholarship. 
The most popular pieces were black and white and color 
photographs, which were nestled comfonably among the 
sketches. chalk. fashion pieces and designs. After four months 
of planning and organizing. the RCC was proud 10 finally show 
ofT Columbia's talent 
"ARTWORKS took a lot of e ffort to put together. but this 
event we were able to give student artists some exposure,"said 
Emily. an RCC advisor. 
Even Columbia College president. John B. Duff. stopped by 
to otTer his bid on two photographs. 
Jennifer Hight. a senior photography student. was among 
one of the entrants in show. 
" I kind of wanted to see whether my work had any potential 
and to see what people thought o f it," she said. "Plus some of 
the money goes to the scholarship fund, so it's a good cause." 
RCC is hoping they can offer students the same kind of 
event next year. and take what they have 
learned to make it even more successful. 
Photo& by 
»reanna 
McLaughlin 
ECO 
THE ~NVIROHMENTALISTS OF ~OLUM81A @KAHIZAnOH 
PRESENTS 
Global EYe 
AN EARTH DAY ART EXHIBITION 
23 MARCH THROUGH 23 APRIL1998 
THE HOKIN IN·THE·WORKS GALLIRY 
---
623 S. WABASH CH ICAGO. ILLINOIS 
OPENING NIGHT 
26 MARCH 1998 AT 6PM 
CO-SPONSORED BY : 1 HE HOI< IN CENTER AND 
THE SC IENCE AND MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT 
13 .\DYERTISE:\IE:\T :\larch 16. 1998 
LEARN ARABIC! 
With Professor Baheej Khleif 
-- - .• - - . J • -
Class meets on Thursdays at 3:30 
PM beginning March 12 
in Room 1004, Torco Building 
( 624 S. ·Michigan A venue) 
FREE OF CHARGE 
No ·columbia Credit -No Exams 
16 ADVERTISEMENT March 16. 1998 
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This is our second in a 
continuing series of sup-
plements featuring works 
from students and other 
individuals from the 
Columbia College 
community. 
This supplement show-
cases works of fiction 
poetry, personal essays 
and artwork. 
We are proud that every-
one featured in this sup-
plemnet took time out to 
submit their work. 
While we weren't able to 
include all of the submis-
sions, additional opportu-
nities for students and 
other individuals will be 
made availible in the near 
future. 
James Boozer 
Special Sections Edilar 
Jim Sulski 
Faculty Adviser 
Cover photo by 
Natalie Battaglia 
Special thanks to ..... 
Mary Blinn 
Columbia staff member 
Matt Brookens 
Future Columbia Grad. 
Scott Byrnside 
Film/Video Major 
Matthew Heinz 
Fiction Writing/ 
English Major 
& rah McNabb 
Illustration/Fiction 
Writing Major 
Kllte Meehan 
Theater/Fiction 
Writing Major 
Billy Montgomery 
Editioral Adviser. 
New Expressions 
James Mulume 
Part-time instructor. 
Uberal Education 
Samira E. Robinson 
Columbia Grad. student 
Dee Dee Rose 
Radio Broadcasting 
Major 
Ericlul &nchez 
Columbia student 
Thank you f or 
submitting your work 
for this supplement 
March 16, 1998 
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:Prayers 
~ k ::4» ~ '- ---~ :__g 
Prayers for the dead and dying for blue 
flesh rotting and falling. 
Prayers for the innocent and knowing for 
growing embryos of thought. 
Prayers of penetrating the womb, and 
spilling virgin blood. 
Prayers against tomorrow and its truth. 
Escape into the prayers of purple, of akoho{nights,of 
• synthetic eyes and silent phone. 
Of nothing conversation, of god and sex and crack. 
Of who got who, who got what llnd 
for how much each time. 
. ., 
White gods wants· white prayers. 
BUu:k god gets black ones. 
Gay god demands condom prayers. 
Straight takes them straight. 
The Touch-your-screen prayers of housewife in mid-
morning vodka-coffee. 
Touch yourself prayers of Tommy peeping in on Suzie 
Q's shower. 
The Incense of Indian prayers of light in an Arabian 
night. 
Hypnotic heartbeat prayers of abandoned amniotic. 
The Alone prayers to not be alone: 
• Prayers of god let me find you, or him, or her. 
Green prayers for trees falling unheard. 
Pumpkin prayers for the monsters let in at dark. 
Rice prayers to god-America. 
Marijuana prayers to Marilyn and Jim. 
Threesome prayers of drunken nights in darkened 
rooms. 
Road prayers to holy Ginsberg and dead 
Neal tracing a haunted map. 
And my prayers? Burn them or ignore. 
Prayers that call on another, that call on only me. 
Prayers: 
for my hair 
for my body 
for my mind. 
Prayers for my lost soul, 
broken idol, denied fire. 
Prayers for my mother's tears 
my sister's vomit. 
True prayers and lies. 
Prayers that are my litany, my hiding 
place, my insanity. 
Prayers to a god I hate, that 
demolished me before I was born. 
Prayers on a platter, 
offered to a priest, a bearded madman, 
to my father, my mother, 
no one. 
-tfJham Abu-Taych 
In the first ~'tear ©f the pla::ue 
/h ] amn \lu/lmu• 
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"I'm going to put this device on your fin-
ger," he said. "It will "beep" when your 
·heart beats." 
Will iam Morrison nodded inside the oxy-
gen mask that had just been wrapped around 
his faded blue face. 
'Those beeps will start coming faster 
soon." 
"Soon?" asked Morrison. 
The lanky doctor glanced over 
Morrison's shoulder at a large circular clock 
on the wall. "Before five." 
Morrison twisted on the end of the med-
·ical table where they had placed him only a 
'moment ago and stared at the clock. It was 
twenty to five. With this slight twist of his 
. body he also discovered that the entire emer-
:gency room was eyeing him. 
· "Another miscalculation," Morrison 
!began once more to ponder the "mistake". 
!The error had occurred days ago. "Was it 
•three days ago or was it four?'' he now won-
dered. 
Maybe it was a week ago, nevertheless it 
!was this momentarily case of ill judgment 
!that he was here to rectify. He had to some-
! how erase the error fromthe blackboard befo 
're the consequences came. 
· There are always consequences . At thir-
_ty-four, Morrison was quite familiar with 
'life's consequences, how unforgiving the 
·mother earth can be. 
· Sitting now at the end of the medical 
:table, his father's eternal phrase of repri-
mand returned, "Fantasies are fine Billy, but 
a fact is a rather stubborn thing." 
"It's the flu," said the voice on the phone. 
"I heard a slight cough while you were just 
speaking, Mr. Morrison." 
The telephone conversation had taken 
place five days ago. 
"I wish I could cough." 
"But you did, Sir." 
"Did you say that you were a doctor?" 
·inquired Morrison feeling rather bewildered 
.by the adamant turn in their discussion of his 
:illness. 
"I'm a diagnostic nurse." 
"Well, nurse, I got this tightness in my 
·chest and ... " 
"Just a moment," she interrupted him. 
,Morrison could hear pages being turned on 
!the other end of the phone line. The pages 
!poured forward without a pause as if the 
:work of a sudden breeze. "Shit, she's just a 
·rd Morrison. 
· "Listen Mr. Morrison, take a couple 
:Tylenol and get some rest. You' ll be fine by 
:the weekend." 
! "I want to see a physician," insisted 
'Morrison. He didn 't drive across town at 
!three in the morning to be told to return to 
'his medicine cabinet. 
, "Sir, we can't approve this hospital visit." 
•Her tone had become intolerant. "Not for 
!the flu. Please read the back of your H.M.O. 
!card. You should have called us first before 
!going to that hospital. That facility is not 
~even on our list." 
Morrison felt too weary to continue the 
!debate. As he struggled back towards his 
!car at the far end of he parking lot, he 
!thought, "Now you must think like a lawyer 
!to see a doctor." No doubt he should have 
1stayed in law school like his father had 
'advised. 
! In a world of unseen diagnostic nurses 
iwith thick research books, Morrison, a sim-
!ple government bureaucrat, was at a definite 
!disadvantage. These were his feelings as he 
!drove down barren Lake Shore Drive 
!towards, if not health, at least home. 
Later that same morning after calling off 
:work, Morrison began to cough. "So it is 
just the flu ," he concluded contentedly. He 
·settled into his bed with thoughts of a quick 
recovery and the coming weekend. 
As the weekend wandered through his 
mind, he felt his healing had begun. How 
would he spend the weekend? No doubt he 
would spend it as he always did. Saturday 
afternoon he would see Mark for lunch. 
After lunch he would try to persuade him to 
come back to his place for a while. 
Mark would probably decline, claiming 
his wife was expecting him back shortly. 
Sunday, Morrison would make a two hour 
drive north of the city to visit his father at 
the St. Gregory Nursing Home. 
The long drive back to the city would he 
spent thinking of the next weekend with the 
re~plution that it would be quite different. 
"It will be j ust Mark and me." 
"Soon you'll be put on a ventilator to 
assist your breathing." The M.D. had 
resumed a calm speaking voice. Moments 
earlier, when the chest X-rays had come ogy, 
the lanky young man in starched white 
began shouting orders. 
In what seemed like the time of a single 
breath they had 1-Vs dangling from both his 
arms. Clipboard in hand, the doctor raced 
down a long list of questions, to which 
Morrison jiggled his green oxygen mask. 
"Can' t I do without this clothespin 
squeezing my finger?" 
Morrison's interrogator seemed 
unpleased. He looked up from his clipboard 
with a chastising stare. Morrison got the 
message. He imagined it went something 
like this, "Fuck the finger pal, your whole 
ass is on the line now." 
"Mr. Morrison, do you hear how fast 
those beeps are coming now?" He remem-
bered now the physician's prediction. 
Without answering, Morrison looked at the. 
wall clock. It was exactly five, the hour had: 
ended as foreseen. 
"Do you prefer Bill or is it William?" 
"I prefer to breathe." 
"We need for you to cough, Mr .. 
Morrison." He handed Morrison a plastic 
cup. "Please make an effort to cough. We 
need to do a culture on it." 
" It?" said Morrison. 
"What's down there in your lungs, Mr. 
Morrison." 
Morrison could not cough anything up. 
The doctor took the cup back from 
Morrison. He did not seem at all surprised 
at this failure. For Morrison however, it was 
a complete ambush. Suddenly he realized 
that he hadn 't coughed for four days. 
When the coughing stopped Morrison, 
took it as a good omen. "Another error:·· 
now thought Morrison, "Must all that is sig-
nificant slide by me so stealthily? Mark is 
right, I am too damn unobservant." 
"If I adjust my thinking, if I try and relax 
a bit, will that slow these beeps ?" 
The young doctor shook his head. 
"Your brain is commanding your heart to 
take up the slack caused by your lungs. I'm 
afraid the beeps will keep coming faster and 
soon a lot faster." 
"But my heart, how long can ... " . 
"That depends ," interjected the doctor,. 
"that depends upon the health of your heart.": 
There was really no reason for Morrison. 
to fo llow the electronic beeps anymore. For. 
.now his shirt was bs desparate chest. 
"All this over air." thought Morrison, 
"simple, cheap, everywhere air." He 
remembered the science of it all. It was the. 
twenty percent that mattered here. And' 
what was this stuff called oxygen? Fire, 
starter? Rust maker? Breath of life? 
Dictator of decay? Yes, all this and more,. 
much more. All this from the farts of trees?, 
Morrison made a promise to himself now.! 
When he got out of the hospital he would sit! 
all day under that willow tree in his back-' 
yard. He now sat on an iron bed. There was; 
eight of them. The emergency room was no· 
larger than a Burger King. · 
The sounds of various medical machines 
filled the air which was scented with some: 
form of carbolic acid. Occasionally ' 
Morrison would hear a patient groan. But" 
for a black foot which Morrison figured was· 
female, he could not see the other patients . . 
He assumed the moaning was coming 
from the owner of the black foot. The walls 
were white, the curtains were white, the• 
floor was white, the attire was white, and ' 
now Morrison himself was turning white. 
"Are you married Bill?" 
Morrison shook his oxygen mask back 
and forth. 
"We need a number to call," said the 
Physician in an urgent voice. 
Morrison didn't answer him. He was 
wondering what Mark was doing right now. 
"Any brothers? Sisters?" 
"No." 
"Bill, do you have any relatives in the 
Chicago area?" 
Morrison shook his head. He wasn ' t 
going to let them disturb his father's dimin-
ished world. What could he do now? Hold 
his hand? Melt hi s aspi rin in sugar? Tell 
one of his old Irish tales? 
No, there could be no returning to all that. 
He was no longer a chi ld and his father was 
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Latina Lot£ 
Latina Heart - Latina bold 
Beautiful,strong and proud Latina. 
That is what I am. That is what is 
within. Rage against injustice. 
Blistered working hands. 
Tired aching feet. 
Bring home the totillas, bring home 
the queso RancheriJo. 
Work all day after that man is gone 
from this life. 
Take on day at a time mujer. 
The world wasn't built in a day, 
and yet you try to rebuild it after you 
come home to scattered and tattered 
ho~ar. 
Pick up,clean up, he .\·tron~, he 
proud. 
Spt·ak your nali vt• IOIIKIIt'Jed thr 
cultura throu~h your V('ill.\" and .It' the 
roiN•.v come out wht•nn you carry 
your hopf'\ am/ dn•am1 wlu·n ·v('r you 
go. 
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By Samira E. Robinson 
You do not have to be James Bond to live an adven-
turous life. or Mother Teresa to have a personal mission 
in life. We can all live meaningful lives, and they can be 
fun. It's up to us. 
Often times we go to school , then acquire jobs that are 
j ust that. ':iobs." Some of us are lucky enough to get j obs 
that we li ke and enjoy doing. We get to be creative. We 
get to travel. We get new assignments each week. We 
meet new people. 
We make the money we desire. Or perhaps if that is 
not your ideal, you do whatever it is you prefer, like 
teaching kids, nursing sick people back to health, defend-
ing the d isadvantaged or falsely accused, helping some-
one find a job or house, delivering packages, driving 
people around the city, or perhaps flying people to their 
destinations. There are thousands of jobs in the world . 
But what makes you happy? 
What makes us happy doesn ' t have to make our 
friends and family happy. It doesn' t have to pay a lot of 
money. It doesn' t have to make us famous. It doesn't 
have to be popular. It only has to be you. It should be 
fun to you. It should reflect your personal mission in li.fe. 
.. 
Do you want to save lives? Help people save money? 
Show people how to communicate with one aDolh~r bet-
ter? Just those three goals could potentially produce 
dozens of jobs whether they be in the medical field, min-
istry, public relations. social service, law, or education. 
Our main job in life is to find what our purpose is. and 
then to find a way to live out that purpose or express that 
purpose through work. ' 
You are responsible for your own destiny. Sometimes 
odds are stacked against you, and sometimes you may 
have to fight your own internal demons. but at some 
point you will have to practice self-determination (not 
self-preservation) and move forward in life with a vision 
and personal mission fo r your life . You can do it. 
Release your fears and embrace your dreams and aspi-
rations. You say. where to start . how do I know my pur-
pose? You set yourse lf on a path in search of light and 
eluc idation. In do ing so, you fi nd that discovering your 
purpose is not easy. It demands self-examination and 
spiritual work. It requires lis tening within. 
I have found that we get through the searching 
and seeking part when we realize that learning lessons is 
part of life. The seeking, revelations. trials, pain, and 
joys are necessary for self-discovery and self-actualiza-
tion. Purpose and personal missions unfold, like a baby 
chick hatching from an egg. 
It takes time and some pecking around to reach our 
goal. Glory develops slowly like the bright yellow sun 
rising over the horizon. Enjoy the "meantime" until the 
chick is hatched and the sun rises in the sky. In time the 
job, task, business. duty and mission will become clear. 
And when we arrive at the place of purpose we find 
that it 's a beautiful thing. 
Your personal mission will unfold if you seek it. 
Look at your life , no matter how young or o ld , and see 
the patterns, the challenges, the things that make your 
eye twinkle, heart feel lighter, and that make you smi le 
and feel good in a way that goes beyond self-grati fica-
tion. 
Look at the things that spark passion in you, compel 
you to act, or give you a sense of fulfillment. Notice 
what you do that really excites someone else, eases their 
pain, makes them laugh, or affects them in a positive 
way. As you start to pay atten tion to your feelings about 
things, and the impact you have around you, you get 
closer to knowing your mission in life. 
The unfolding of your mission and purpose is an 
adventurous experience. Like James Bond we can come 
across the unexpected and sometimes threatening. Like 
Mother Teresa we can encounter that which is unnoticed 
by most but what we dee m valuahle. Whether o r not we 
find our true purpose is up to us. 
Other\ wi ll come along to show us si!!ns, inspire us, 
and help us fulfill our "calling,." But ult1 mately it i' up 
to u' to do it. After all, it is our life. We hold the key to 
deciphering it, mysteries and unlocking its doors of 
opportunities. Happy unfolding! 
C. Copyrl~tht 19911 by Samlra H. Hobln.w n 
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A love story and the Beast 
fly hal<' llt•t•ilall 
The beast lives here. He wars 
bells on hiss ankles and pretends. He 
pretends to be a woman, pretends to 
know me. 
At a young age I met this beast. I 
have grown into him like second-
hand clothes. When we met I smiled 
in greeting. He pulled my heart out 
of my chest. He pulled it right out 
and picked his teeth with it. He 
picked his teeth and then he spat. I 
look at this mess on the ground and 
said ·"that is my heart." I picked it up 
and slipped it into my pocket. 
The beast fo llowed me home and 
he was there when I found I had 
washed my pants with the heart still 
hidden inside the pockets. The red 
mass of it clung to the side of the cool 
white machine. It hung there for a 
moment and then feel with a splat 
that e<:hoed. 
The beast laughed at the demise of 
my organ. He laughed as he said "I 
hope you won't be needing that." I 
shrugged my shoulders. I supposed I 
didn' t. The beast lived under my bed 
for quite some time. As I grew older 
I would awake to find he had slipped 
lietween the sheets whille my eyes 
were closed for sleep. 
He made love to me in this 
comatose state. I hated him for this 
but still I let him sleep inside my 
head. He slept there even when I had 
company. He sat silently watching as 
I slept with strangers. And after they 
succumbed to sleep, he took his turn 
with things. 
The beast became a we lcome 
friend as we laughed at jokes the oth-
ers couldn' t see. He followed me to 
where I would go and I laughed as he 
tried to seduce the farm boys as. they 
spewed knowledge over a doub.Je 
over a double shot Iatte. It never 
worked, for the beast was clumsy in 
his approach. 
I showed him. I showed him like 
an executioner who knows every-
thing through his mask. The beast 
was not amused at this. He.wanted to 
keep me. to himself. One day the 
beast slept in. He was hung over and 
in his sleep I snuck out to meet a 
stranger. The stranger grabbed fro 
my heart but it was not there. And I 
laughed. 
I laughed because I was empty and 
I love the beast. I laughed because·· 
the beast had used me up and 
destroyed my heart to keep me and so 
it must be love. Belonged and still 
the stranger lingered on. He confided 
in me that the beast had missed a spot 
that he could surely find. . 
I shrugged and said okay, fully 
knowing that the beast would think it 
wasn 't. When I came home the beast 
was still asleep and so I slipped 
I thoug~bt of 
you today· 
between the sheets to pretend I'd 
ban there all along. 
He woke up and smelled the 
strangerand l'.m sure he was upset 
but he made !ove to me anyway until 
I fell asleep. When I awoke I found 
t~ beast was gone and he had stolen 
my right arm. He left no apology. So 
I untangled myself from the bed and 
made .myself a left-handed coffee. I 
inhii.led my cigarette like an antidote 
a~ pretended it was okay. It wasn' t. 
Some time later I ran into the 
·stranger: He could not remember my 
. name .. I asked ,him if he would like to 
share a coff~ or a tea and he declined 
•' politely·arid e.xplained he would love 
to but his beast would not allow it. I 
said okay and he left. 
As .he turned away I noticed a red 
mess oil t he $round and said "that 
must De his heart ... 
I picked it up and swallowed it 
because I figured his was as good as 
an:y. · I had only gone a few steps 
before I began to choke. I · coughed 
· and spat. His heart didn ' t fit. 
• . That Qight-1 .. waited for the beast to 
come 'back. I waited with the sheets 
wide o[len: I waited for a long time. 
He. didn '! corue. And to myself I said 
that was' okay. I said it twice but then 
I knew for sure it wasn' t. 
I thought of you~ 
the nice walks we 
the good talks we shared. 
I thought of you today 
and it made me smile. 
I thought of you today, and it 
just didn't seem as tho,.U 
so much time had past , 
I thought of you triday 
and it.inade me smile: 
Taking household 
measurements 
Plague 
Cont(nued from page 3G 
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no 1~-~ler quite cogni.tive~ No, there was n~· reason to con· 
tact hiS dad. He would merely ask in his frail Irish 
brogue!', "Bill who? Do I know him?" 
The ·doctor persisted. "Well, Bill we need to contact 
someone." 
"Why," snapped Morrison, "just because of that beep-
ing? .. : that damn beeping toy of yours?" 
Another doctor now advanced toward them. Steel 
rimmed glasserom the end of his nose. He had a gray face 
and a few silver hairs to match. He looked rather elderly 
for an emergency room doctor. 
He had lifeless eyes. But there was a knowing look in 
those fish eyes. As his gaze fell directly upon Morrison it 
seemed to proclaim, "Well, here we go again." 
He did not start by introducing himself. He began with 
this, "Do you know if you have AIDS, Mr. Morrison?" 
"No, I don' t have that." 
"Pneumonia in a man your age is rare, except in the 
case of AIDS.? . 
"I don't have AIDS." 
'1· must now ask you some rather personal questions, 
Mr. Morrison." 
"Yes, you've already begun that, haven't you?" 
"Are you a homosexual?" 
"No." 
"Are you an IV drug user?" 
"No." 
"Do you visit prostitutes?" · 
"No." 
"Have you had more than five sexual partners in the 
past year?" 
"No." answered Morrison thinking "Is everybody else 
!jng?" 
"~xual partners? " thought Morrison. "Must be a 
medical expression." · 
He never thought of Mark as a "sexual partner". He 
was bis lover, his remaining argument for life. Mark was 
· and had a small daughter. Thus, there could be 
notifying him either. Morrison continued to reflect on 
illll . 
"':~n did life cease being simple? It seems we afl now 
· on l iving more than one life. Was Mark going to 
ve his wife and daughter to come here? to come ~re to 
his hand? to come here just because they were m the 
blbit of making love. Wouldn't Mark respond like his 
&lher? "Bill who? Do I know him?" 
1be old doctor's accusing tone stunned Morrison. He 
IIOW realized that all of them, all who had touched him, 
WOR plastic gloves. He was a leper to them all. 
PHONE 
We knew we 1uuJ to arrive al the park by 3:30. TIUlt's why it wasn't such a ··'"\ 
good idea to stay in bed this morning. At 9:30, she rolled over and kneed me in the 1 
balls. I screamed and she apowgized. "l"m sorry," she said. 
AU morning we laid in bed. AU morning I tried to get laid. She would start to 
work up a sweat, but then something would happen. The first thing was the telephone. 
TIUlt's what it was, the goddamned telephone. Thai's wluit ruined it. 
It set the tone for the whole morning. 
It's my mother. When I told her, she got nervous. 
''Why would she call you now~" 
I rubbed her thigh, but ~he would have nont: of it. I think I put on a condom around ! 
11:00 and she starlet! crymg. Her brother's little league game started soon and was a ! 
half hour drive. My fingers are inside her lunchtime. We had plans to go out to eat, but! 
we admitted that probably wouldn't happen, beacause we were having sex. See? i 
She tells me about how evil my eyes wok sometimes and how when I 'm on top of her, i 
she imagines herself being ripped apart by-animals. I remove my hand from her crotch i 
and didn't make a move, but she does. . j 
I just stare in her eyes and by 2:30, I 'm set in my staring and I'm cofortable. She 
gets dressed to take a shower, but I ask her to stay just five minutes more. 
Nope. 
I lay naked in the bed listening to the shower running, until she returned. "Shouldn't! 
you get dressed?" I lay still for a moment and then decided to get up and get dressed. j 
·· She is watching me, but turns to t:heck her wallet ' 
· (lnd phones her father. 
We get out by 3: IS and she is angry. Let me tell you, every word out of her mouth is 
venom. She wants to know why I stayed in bed so wng and she asks me again. "Why 
would she call you this morning?". 
"My father is dead," I replied. Now just between you and me, I haven't seen my dad l 
in nine years. He kicked me out of the house and I never forgave him for that. He has 1 
been sick for the fast seven. My mother hated him too. i 
But I don't tell her this. I revel in the ho"or on her face. She is shocked. It's the 
most I have been_. able to rile her this mormng that's for sure. 
I can't wait for the agme tonight. I can't wait to shake her dad's hand. I hope he can i 
appreciate me and all I 'm doing to survive. 
. "'-......... 
Having completed the interrogation, the cold, orilni-
scient .eyes grew friendly. " I' m Dr. Jacobs. This is my 
department." His inquisitor now spoke very slow as if to 
a toddler or an imbecile. "I'm going to put this tube' down 
your nose and into your chest. It will make you uncom-
fortable but only for a moment." 
"Uncqmfortable?" replied Morrison. He turned to the 
other doctor with the thought, "Your boss is rathet mod-
est in his choice of words." Morrison did not see how that 
thick rubber tube would make it through his nose. ·~1 want 
ten more minutes," demanded Morrison "Jus! wait ten 
minutes for the beeps to slow down." , 
Although the plea was not directed at Dr. Jacob'$, he 
replied, " In ten minutes there will be no beeps." Morrison 
looked with questioning eyes at the younger doctor. · 
"Dr. Jacobs is right, Bill. I'm afraid the time has cpme 
.to connect you to the ventilator." 
' Here at last, the question that was plaguing him since 
the ambulance ride emerged, "Am I going to live?" 
"Not without the ventilator." answered the young doc-
tor. "tilator? The young doctor nodded. But then Dr. 
Jacobs added, "Perhaps". 
Morrison was now pressing the green oxygen mask 
against his face with both hands. He could hear his father 
saying again, " .... but a fact is a rather stubborn thing." The 
beeps were soon slowing down. 
Morrison now realized that this wasn't cause to 
rejoice. His heart had simply had enough, calling i,t quits. 
It was pulling out of the race. "Call I.C.U." said Dr. 
Jacobs to a nurse who apparently was waiting for just this 
order. ' 'Tell them, he is on the way up." He then told 
another nurse, "Here you better grease this nasal lobe." 
Morrison watched carefully as two orderlies .came 
toward him. They encircled him and then each one took 
an arm and pulled it back. Dr. Jacobs stepped forward and 
uncoiled the now greased device. Morrison stared incred-
ulously at the rubber tube feeling certain this task was 
going to require a bit of magic. 
"Hold him still!" commanded Dr. Jacobs. 
Morrison began gasping for air the moment Dr. Jacobs 
pulled off his oxygen mask. As the doctor shoved the 
tube through his nose, Morrison could not help but moan. 
Soon his bluish face was covered with tears. 
Trying his utmost to ignore the pain he found he could 
not. It had his undivided attention. It commanded his 
recognition. 
"See," said Dr. Jacobs with the oxygen mask still in his 
hand, '"That wasn 'I so bad." With the greased tube now 
pressing against his vocal cords, Morrison no longer had 
the power of speech, but it was clear to all that his frantic 
eyes pleaded for air. 1be orderlies were still waiting for 
the doctor's signal to release Morrison's arms. 
Just as Morrison began 10 ·try and free his arms force-
--J3cott Byrn8ide 1 
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fully the lanky doctor leaned in between the two men and 
snatched the oxygen mask out of Dr. Jacobs' hand and 
replaced it on Morrison's face. 
Dr. Jacobs motioned the orderlies away. "Now the 
patient knows how bad it is. Sometimes words are just 
not enough to convey the urgency at hand." 
The last beep sounded as the doctor removed the mon-
itoring device from Morrison 's finger tip. 
"Take him up to intensive care. They're expecting 
him." said Dr. Jacobs to a heavy set 
Mexican woman who seemed to appear from nowhere. 
She pushed Morrison in a wheel chair down a long bright 
corridor toward a bank of elevators. As they waited for 
the car, the Mexican nurse leaned over and said rather 
cheerfully, 
"Hey, don' t worry Senor. It's just a bad cold." 
Someone could be heard running down the long hall 
which they had just traveled. Morrison looked up and 
there was the young doctor. "Bill , wi ll you please give me 
a number to call?" He handed Morrison a pen and his clip· 
board to write on. "Give me someone's number." 
His hand was trembling fiercely as he wrote Mark's 
work number. 
"Bill , you just waited too long." sighed the doctor. 
"Yes, thought Morrison, " Why did they wait so long 
to inform us of the plague?" 
"Bill, it's in both lungs all the way down." 
"He' ll ride it out," insisted the nurse as he patted 
Morrison on the back. 
"Was it already in Mark too?" thought Morrison. "Will 
I cause his death as well?" 
The elevator doors slid open. The nurse pushed Mhe 
doors closed his guide spoke again, "Pay that man no 
mind. You just ride it out. Could be just the flu." 
Here the chilling thought occurred that he was 
undoubtedly Mark's victim. 
The elevator rose quickly. To Morrison, it moved 
upward like a missile. The roof was quietly cleared. He 
soared into the darkness. In the distance Morrison thought 
he could hear his father asking, "Cold, Bi ll?" But the 
words were actually quite different and came from else-
where. 
The nurse shouted out again, "Code Blue!" 
His eyes seemed frozen on a distant object. The nurse 
twisted the oxygen valve wide open and began ripping his 
shirt off. 
Again she yelled "Cold Blue! " while the elevator contin-
ued its ascent. 
When the doors of the elevator finally slid open there 
stood a toothless man with a mop in his hands waiting to 
go down. 
The End 
Coming in two weeks ........... . 
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By Kat Zeman night. "Oh, it's total fun. You can come and watch, have sponsors EXIT's bondage night. 
Staff Writer fun or participate. It's all based on what you want to do," "A lot of people I think have fantasies about this kind 
Welcome to the dark side. You have just entered the 
dark recesses of your primal unconscience and now 
you're going to pay for all the naughty things you've 
done. There's only one way out. There's only one solution 
to your obsession. There's only one EXIT. 
The EXIT, a punk/industrial nightclub located at 1315 
W. North Avenue, holds the original "BONDAGE-A-GO-
GO" night every first and third Thursday of the month. 
The gates of darkness opens at I 0 p.m. and stays open till 
4 a.m. It's a spiritually alive atmosphere where you can 
chain yourself to the bar, dance your little rotten heart out, 
and even do some bondage shopping. Don' t be afraid. 
Spanking is optional. "It's a lot of beautiful people in a 
discreet environment with great music and everyone is out 
to have a good time," said Mistress Dominatrix Carolyn 
who will keep you in line. 'There's nobody hassling each 
other, it's pretty open and you can be what you want to 
be." 
So, free yourself from restraints and crawl out of your 
skin for awhile. Forget about "Melrose Place" and that 
90210 gang. It's time to try something a little different. 
EXIT from your boring routine-and be punished. 
You've been bad and you deserve it. EXIT to the apoca-
lypse and bring your toys to "BONDAGE-A-GO-GO" 
said Kymber Marine, Exit's cocktail Mistress of the night. of thing and they don' t want to talk about it but when they 
"It's fun in a different realm." come to EXIT and see BONDAGE-A-GO-GO it makes 
EXIT's downstairs, a relaxing room, is rectangular them feel more comfortable," said Monica Lawson, 
with a long bar at its left side (Chris will chain you to the owner of Black Market Chicago. " It tells people who 
bar at no additional cost) and above the bar linger dozens ordinarily wouldn't be into this type of activity that hey, 
of lacy bras in various sizes. Fetish videos, that would it's cool, and you can keep your pants on." 
shock even Larry Flint play on the television screens all Once you get past the tables you will be engulfed by a 
night long. The lighting is dim (courtesy to vampire cus- caged dance floor. This is where you see beautiful 
tomers) and a couple of renaissance chandeliers with can- Mistress Carolyn strutting around with a whip, always 
dies hang from the ceiling. Handcuffed couples sit on ready to inflict torture upon request. In the booth, Chicago 
motorcycles that have been nailed down to the ground and OJ Billy Seagrave spins hardcore industrial music that 
sip their vitae of choice. The Sex Pistols blare from the truly brings out the beast within and makes you want to 
jukebox, a pool table and arcade games lurk in the shad- cut loose. In the middle of the floor stands a rack that you 
ows of the back of the bar. can be tied to and if that's not kinky enough you can be 
On this particular night, the upstairs portion is trans- chained to the fence like one of the new bondage regulars 
formed into an open dungeon. The first thing your eyes who calls himself "Count Harold Ill." With wax pouring 
register are the hundreds of candles lit all around the room down his naked back he manages to say "I feel refreshed. 
and the tables with erotic bondage equipment such as cock It was therapuedic in a strange sort of way. I really need-
rings, whips, chains and alternative jewelry for sale. One ed that." 
table belongs to the designer Venus. The beautiful drag- Now, you may think that there are nothing but freaks 
ons, crosses, anchs and other jewelry are one of a kind and here. However, that is not true. Gentlemen in suits and 
all of them are custom made. The other table belongs to ties and ladies in cocktail dresses also venture into this 
Black Market Chicago, a store located at 1116 N. plethora of bondage madness. Unusual? Yes, but it's 
Milwaukee Ave, which specializes in bondage gear, worth it. So, the next time you feel a little adventurous 
accessories and gothic clothing. Black Market Chicago indulge yourself and visit EXIT. It's the only way out. 
C.l81Uk's CaleJMfer •• keats ~·• De Wad etf 
aaPU1G: 
Tbru -(ipril 9: 
Weisman Scfwfar's 'b(fti6it: wor/q 6y stutfents who were recipents the of the 1997 grants from the 
.9lf Weisman :Furuffor tfie Mvancement of Communications 'Etfucation. 
Cofam6it1. CoUIJ/t. ~otjn fjfllWJ, 623 s. Wa6ask. 9:00a.m. to 7:00p.m. Montfay-'Ifiurstfay ant£ 
· 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. on :Fritfay . .91.ppointments are avaifa6fe for Saturaay. 
Thru Jan{l 19: 
!lJanf :lfunter amf the .JlTt a.f tne :lfgntfmgtfe 1/oo~ cefe6rates the 6ool( ant£ 
pfper arts reviva[ of the ear[y twentitft century. 
Cofumlitl. CoU.ae C'""I/O Cmter(or floo( t!F !e11.pu Jl.rts, 218 s. Wa6asli, 7th fwor. 
10:00 a.m to 5:00p.m. Weel(tfays ant£ 1:00 p.m. to 4:00p.m. on Saturtfays. 
Mareh 19: 
.91.utftor!pftotograplier Lauren (jreenfieUi wi[[ present a fecture entitfeti y rowt:ng 'Up in tfie Sliatfaw of 
MolEjwootf.. 
CotWia eotuae Museum. of Co#tn&ptmi.TJ !PiiotoBNpli!J, 2ntf fwo" 600 s. Micliigan. 6:30p.m. 
Mareh 19-Mareh 29: 
'IIie cometfy tTm Luchl Spot 6y fJ3etft J{enfey, is set in a 1934 refur6islietf tfance fta{[ against a 6acl(tfrop of 
· t/ie fJTepresswn. Seven misfits try to fint£ thetr pface in the wor/i£ 
wokjng f~r fove, f~mi{y a'iuf a sma[[ tfose of !fpotf fucR: 
Cot...6ia CoiUJ!e §m ~ 72 'East 11 tfi Street. Tt.mes vary cai£312-344-6126 for more information. 
Mareh 20: 
Sponsoretf 6y the Intertfiscipfinat)f .9l.rts tfepar:tment of Co[um6.~ Coforatfo-6asea composer Steplien Scott ant£ fiis fJ3owetf Piano T-nsem.Dfe WUl present the 
Chicago premiere of Scott's ftour-fo1tfl composition Wi~nas of tli.e Sunn'se, a worl( that is su6titfea 
!fantasg on tne Po{qne.sian Star Patli !!{.av{gators. 
'IIie ten-mem!Jer ensem.Dfe p[t;ys fFte entire wort( on the inteTUJr of a grant£ piano. 
1/Mof#W~ U1n8tJ ~, 400 s. State Street. 8:00p.m. 
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By Wilfred Brandt 
Staff Writer 
I could not wait to see "The Big 
Lebowski." I' ve been a Coen brothers fan 
since "Raising Arizona"; and " Fargo" 
was hands down as one of my favorite 
films of 1996. A co-worker of mine had 
seen a sneak preview a while back, and as 
the release date approached I kept won-
dering why his only response to my 
excitement over the new movie was an 
unenthusiastic " Yeah ... it's pretty good." 
Now I know. For all its big laughs, won-
derful cinematography and great cast, 
"The Big Lebowski" is nothing to get all 
that excited about. A colorful, entertain-
ing film, it unfortunately suffers from 
some major flaws. Most of them were 
found in the writing. 
Jeff Bridges plays a burnt out sixties 
radical named Jeff Lebowski (or "the 
Dude" as he calls himself). The Dude's 
daily activities consists of smoking mari-
juana and going bowling, and he aspires 
to little else. Set during the Gulf War in 
1990, the film 's action hinges on a case of 
mistaken identity in ~ich the Dude is 
accosted in his home ~ a pair of thugs 
looking for another, much wealthier Jeff 
Lebowski who owes them money. 
Without batting an eyelid, the Dude lets 
the incident blow over, until his friend Walter (John 
Goodman, as a short fused Vietnam vet) persuades him 
otherwise. From here the movie takes off, as the Dude 
encounters a cast of characters more outlandish than any 
Warner Brothers' cartoon, each twisting the plot in anoth-
er direction, until there's no idea where the film's headed . 
This would all be fine if it all worked out in the end. The 
problem is, it doesn't. 
Several of the Coen brothers' best touches are present 
in 'The Big Lebowski" though. The cinematography is 
fantastic. The cast makes great use of the material (espe-
cially John Goodman and Julianne Moore). The sound-
track is wonderful, and many of the bowling. sequences 
are quite hilarious. The only thing missing from the mix is 
the wonderful writing. It seems like this time, the duo got 
so caught up in being wacky and cute, they forgot all 
Staff Writer 
With little hubbub surrounding its release, "Love and 
Death on Long Island" opened Friday, March 13. Hardly 
knowing anything about the film before the screening, I 
was pleasantly surprised. Starring Jason Priestley and 
John Hurt, the film·focuses on two vastly different worlds: 
teen pop culture and highbrow academia. Delivering great 
performances and writing from an eye opening perspec-
tive, "Long Island" is one of the most intriguing and 
thought provoking films I've seen in quite some time. 
One could class ify "Love and Death" as a dry comedy, 
considering that many audience members seemed 
unsure whether or not to laugh throughout. I have to 
admit I was a bit puzzled at times. John Hurt s tars as 
Giles De' Ath, a world re nowned writer and scholar, 
notorious for his seclus ion. One afternoon, he acci-
dentally locks his keys inside his flat, and has to 
wait for his landlady to return home. As it begins to 
rain, De' Ath decides to go to the movies, but mis-
takenly stumbles into a sophomoric booby nick 
entitled "Hotpants College 2". Disgusted by the 
film, he nevertheless stays through after he becomes 
engrossed by one of the minor characters played by 
actor Ronnie Bostock (Jason Priestley). 
Subsequently De' Ath, a widow of some short time, 
becomes infatuated with the teen heart throb. The 
film follows De'Ath's obsession, as he becomes 
more and more e ngrossed in learning every detail of 
the young actor's life. Eventually, he even goes ·so 
far as to put aside his work, and journey to Ronnie 
Bostock's hometown on Long Island where he 
stalks and finally befriends his idol. 
about the subtlety that made some of their other films so 
endearing. The characters all seem a bit stereotyped. 
Walter never shows himself to be anything other than a s 
the quick tempered, aggressive Vietnam vet. Especiall y 
disheartening is the characters' nonchalant attitude when 
personal tragedy strikes near the end of the film. At first, 
they seem genuinely upset, but within minutes they 
resume their petty bickering and go back to bowling, 
showing a genuine lack of emotion. How are we, the audi-
ence, suppose to care about characters who don't care 
about each other? 
Beyond that, the plot has its share of problems. It's 
believable at first, but as time wears on, the suspension of 
disbelief grows less and less. The Dude reacts with stoned 
deadpan to all the unbelievable people and places ht! 
encounters, and before long, that' s the same reaction I 
great. upper-
class British intellectual. And obviously, Priestley fi ts his 
ro le perfectly, due to his fame as a teenage hunk on 
"Beverly Hills 90210." He plays his character with believ-
ability and subtlety, sporting exaggerated sideburns and 
just enough self-consciousness to pull it off. 
My only complaint about the movie would be that it 
seemed like a bit of a one trick pony. The main focus is 
the extent to which people can become fixated on person-
alities in the entertainment industry. Some other topics are 
touched upon. De' Ath's introduction into the technologi-
cal age is brought up, when he buys a television, VCR and 
obtains a membership at his local video store. Also 
had; no longer shocked or amazed 
into hysterics, simply shrugging to 
myself, thinking "What's next?". 
After rambling on, with one wacky 
excursion after another, the Dude 
suddenly solves the mystery of 
"The Big Lebowski", and with an 
hour and a hal f of rising tension, 
quickly explains the still shaky plot 
to Walter. But it doesn' t end there. 
The film continues, adding more, 
tacking on, convoluted plot twists 
to confuse the audience. Then, j ust 
prior to the credi ts , an ominous 
man- in-a-cowboy-hat-seen-earlier-
in- the- f i I m-g i ving- the- Dude-a-
few-words-of-wisdom appears to 
give some brief narration, attempt-
ing to wrap up and apologize for 
the remaining loose ends. S till , 
when I left the movie theater, there 
were several plo t developments 
which were not explained or 
resolved. Now I don' t mind leav-
ing a movie theater confused. I 
don 't mind films that don' t give a 
closure. But as the Coen brothers 
have set this film up as a detective 
story, I have to ask: how interest-
ing can a detecti ve story be where 
the private eye never solves the 
mystery? Or never really seems to 
care about solving it? Interesting in theory, this idea 
proves a bit tiresome on film . 
With the many problems I had though with the film, I 
do have to say I enjoyed it. My teeth were gritting and my 
eyes were rolling near the end, but much of the first half 
of the film had me on the floor laughing. The true heart of 
this film lies in the bowling alley where the Dude, Walter 
and their friend Danny (Steve Buscemi) compete. This is 
where the most genuine scene and funniest bits are found. 
In fact , I would argue that these scenes (the last in partic-
ular) are the only time the Coen brothers show a real 
affection for the characters in "The Big Lebowski",good 
for a few laughs and plenty of eyecandy, "The Big 
Lebowski" is worth watching. But for monetary value, I'd 
say wait for video. 
upon popu 
entertainment, as De 'Ath attempts to lecture on Ronnie 
Bostock's work to his peers. Present too is the clash 
between high brow and low brow cultures, and Britain 
versus the U.S. But none of these ideas are fully devel-
oped within the film. Nonetheless, the concept is interest-
ing enough to establish itself as an extreme ly entertaining 
feature. It 's a unique idea, presented in an uncompromis-
ing fashion, (something that seems rather rare these days 
in films). I'm willing to pay the full price to see it again. 
What a pleasant surprise! 
"Love and Death" is not only an interesting con-
cept but quite hilarious at times. De' Ath 's obsession 
with the teenie bop movie star is s imilar to any 
twelve year old girl 's obsession with the newest 
heartthrob. He rents all Ronnie's movies, buys 
every magazine containing an interview, clips pho-
tographs of him, even emulates his idol-eating 
Ronnie's favorite food, smoking Chesterton ciga-
rettes because that's the name of Ronnie's home-
town, etc. However, director Richard K wietniowski 
DCver portrays any of thi s as straight forward come-
dy. Instead, the whole film treats the main charac-
ter's irrational obsession as dramatic and heartfelt, 
at times giving the narrative a rather creepy feel. 
Still, tbe absurdness of the situation had me crack-
ing up throughout. 
Furthermore, the acting by both Jason Priestley 
John Hurt {left) plays Giles De'Ath, a man obsessed with teen idol Ronnie Bostock (J ason Priestley) in ' Love and Death 
on Long Island.' 
By Sandy Campbell 
Film Correspondent 
out of Pantoliano's mouth instead. La Tanya Williams as the silent black lady is still silent 
and still black. Tom Wood (Newman) has lost his black trenchcoat, ponytail, and the air 
of coolness he brought to the first movie. In U.S. Marshals, his mysterious attire is 
This past week Dr. Sam Shepard, the real "fugitive" on whom the TV show 'The replaced with.dorky sports !-shirts left over from the set of Boogie Nights and boring old 
Fugitive" was based, was finally cleared of killing his wife. Also this past week the sup- pants. In this movie, Wood is forced to act like his name so he ,can eventually be killed 
posed sequel to "The Fugitive" movie, "U.S. Marshals," starring Tommy Lee Jones, has · off. "U.S. Marshals" also takes some of the air of mystery out of Jones' character by giv-
hit screens like a TV show that just happens to be playing on the big screen. ing him a boss (Kate Nelligan). She wasn't in the first one, so why does she need to be 
Is this movie a sequel, or something brand- in the second? Better to have let Jones remain his own boss. And do we really need to 
new with reminiscences that is supposed to give suffer through the "buddy buddy" scenes with Jones & Company drinking beer in an 
Jones' Fugitive co-workers more screentime, Irish pub? In the first movie, the "buddy buddy" scenes portrayed them working. They 
and have them catch another innccent/guilty had no time for a silly Irish pub. 
party? To me it seems like nothing more than a 4) Empathizing with the accused. In this follow-on the accused is again innocent, 
cop show enlarged for theatre fr,rrnat. When though he is played this time by Wesley Snipes. The first effort worked so well because 
"U.S. Marshals" hits video, the result could we could feel the fear as Jones' Lt. Gerard was chasing Ford. Ford's fear of being caught 
seem like Nash Bridges without Don Johnson was our fear of being caught. We suffered every time Ford had to go through that awful 
or Cheech Marin. flashback to the killing of his wife. Here we don't care about Wesley. Big deal! So the 
If this movie is a sequel , it should have stud- man is wrongfully accused. (No empatl)y.) And the sad thing is, if there was one man 
icd the elements from the first film carefully that could have pulled off what Ford pulled off, it would have been Wesley Snipes. I 
and used them more inventively without don't blame him, but rather the lazy director and the lazy screenwriter. 
retreading familiar pathways. Instead, the film 5) This movie is built on laziness. Instead of heightening and manipulating the ele-
lazily copies the older plot devices in order to ments from the first movie that worked so well, the newly appointed fillmmakers cut and 
pass itself off as a sequel. pasted, with-
Here is a step-by-step program on how "U.S. out any pre-
Marshals" could have gotten it right. p I a n n e d 
I ) Bring in the Ford! I know it would be thought, plot 
silly to have Jones chase Ford throughout ideas from 
Chicago once again, but without Ford some- T h e 
thing is missing. He could have been brought in Fugitive" to 
because he believes that the man on the run is " U . S . 
innocen t, and to prove his point, is once again a Marshals . " 
prickly thorn in Jones' side. For example, 
Jones could once again grow skeptical of Ford, and maybe they could get there is the 
into a fist fight over the criminal. w r o n g I y 
Jones seems to miss his antagonist; he sleepwalks through the performance accused man 
that won him an Oscar. It is obvious that he doesn' t care about being in this on the run; 
film, and his lovable, gruff crankiness only glimmers in moments. He misses finding out 
Harrison, and so do we. The man didn ' t win a People's Choice Award for that he has 
nothing. escaped in the 
2) Take advantage of Chicago! Chicago is a great locale for any movie, but middle of 
in this film it could be any old city like New York, which also makes an n o w h e r e 
appearance in this film. And the bad thing is that both cities could be substi- again; prov-
tutes for each other, and nobody would notice any difference. "The Fugitive" ing how 
took full advantage of Chi -town, making it an equal character with Ford or much of an 
Jones. In one of the best scenes Jones chases Ford into the middle of the annu- idiot the local 
al St. Patrick's Day parade in the North Loop. This brings me to my next point: sheriff is; and 
"Who in the Sam Hill" (to use one of my grandfather's favorite expressions) the prisoner 
is Stuart Baird? Yes, he is the director of "U.S. Marshals," but I don't know getting loose 
who he is. He seems just to be a decent TV cop show director. If Andy Davis because his 
was busy, why didn't the studio hire George Till mann, Theodore Witcher or Tommy Lee Jones on the trail of Harrison Ford in 'The ~"""'"~· ... · t ran s p o r t 
even John McNaughton? Any of these three Chicago directors (and Columbia A very similar Jones, this time hunting down Wesley Snipes in the vehicle crash-
alumni) would have made this film feel like it belonged in Chicago once film, 'U.S. Marshals.' es. Another 
again. L--------------------------------' repeating 
3) The movie also fails in what it promised to give us more of: Tommy motif: a key 
Lee's motley crew of co-workers tossing back and forth wise-ass comments and work player turns turncoat (played by Robert Downey, Jr., in his "I'm in rehab" mode.) 
banter. The co-workers get more screentime in this version, but the peppy banter does- Though Jeroen Krabbe's turncoat was more obvious in 'The Fugitive," at least he was 
n' t follow them. Instead, Joe Pantoliano as Cosmo Renfro (the chatty guy in 'The more fun than Downey's stuffed shirt. 
Fugitive" who gets knocked out by a steel beam) gets all the lines as if he were the only So, is "U.S. Marshals" a sequel? No, what it is is a bad retelling of a brilliant movie, 
interesting marshall . When Danie l Roebuck (Biggs: the mustached, dough-faced detec- either suffocating or diluting the elements that worked well, into a decently watchable 
tive-type, and a wonderful wise-acre in 'The Fugitive") tries to speak here, words come cops and robbers TV show. "U.S. Marshals." B-. 
Glamour and 
Stars tonight at 
the Oscars 
By Tiffany Golis 
Staff Writer 
And the winner is ... well, not Leonardo DiCaprio. 
The 70th Annual Academy Awards will be presented at the Los 
Angeles Shrine Auditorium on March 23 for the achievements in 
filmmaking during the unpredictable year that was 1997. Actors, 
actresses, producers, screenwriters and directors are among the many 
hoping that they may be presented with the statuette know as the 
"Oscar." 
Oscar's birth took place at a Hollywood banquet on May II , 1927, 
just one week after the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences 
was organized. Oscar's design was copyrighted by the Academy on 
Sept. 2, 1941 and has not changed from it's original design, although 
the size of his base has varied. 
The first Academy awards were handed out on May 16, 1929 at the 
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel when movies first began to talk. 
Attendance at that time reached 250 people and ticket cost was only 
$ 10. For the first fifteen years, the Academy Awards ceremony was 
held in banquet rooms. But as attendance increased, and the banquets 
became impractical, the ceremony was moved to a theater setting, 
where it has remained ever since. 
Not just the location of the awards has changed. Today, there is no 
chance of entering the awards by purchasing a ticket. They arc no 
longer sold to the public and all of the evening's attendees are allowed 
in only with an invitation. 
The nominations for an "Oscar" have several voting deadlines that 
must be met. O ne is that it must be re leased theatrically, in at least one 
theater, by Dec. 3 1 of the previous year. That date marks the awards 
year end, and by Jan. 9 of the next year, the ballots are mailed out to 
the variouM members. The films here are listed in several different 
AeaMmy eontl.aued on page 23 
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By J ennifer Strauss 
Staff Writer 
. Being a student on a set budget can get pretty frustrat-
mg somellmes. You need money for tuition, money for 
books, money for food, never mind money for entertain-
ment purposes .. If this sounds all too .familiar to you .. 
then the followtng list may help. 
A museum can be an inexpensive and eye-opening 
way to spend part of the day. The Art Institute has 
free admission on Thesdays. The Museum of 
Contemporary Art charges $4 for students, with 
exceptions on certain days that would allow for 
' only a $1 donation for admission. 
For those people who are interested in holistic 
healing or curious about meditation, 
SoderWorld, a holistic health and well ness cen-
ter offers free lectures on the mind, body and 
soul. They also offer free group meditation and 
a free book group study. To find out more 
call: 630-455-5885. 
Along the same lines of the previ-
ous option there is a free Tai Chi 
_. .. ,..,......_class that will beoffered March 28, at 
the Mind Over Matter 
Metaphysical bookstore. They 
can be reached at: 708-923-
BOOK. 
"' ly between $5-$15. For more information on events like 
this check with Niketown. They post a calendar each 
month. 
Hog Head and McDunna's, 1505 W. 
Fullerton, 773-929-7994, offers 10 cent 
barbecue wings with a drink purchase, 
$1.99 unlimited pasta with free salad bar 
and garlic bread with a drink purchase, 
$1.50 beer and 50 cent chili and $ 1.99 
unlimited taco bar. 
The Lyon's Den, 1934 W. Irving Park, 773-
871-3757, offers 25 cent tacos on Fridays 
from 5:00- 7:00, and if you' re just look· 
ing for a cheap drink , 
Renting a movie is another way to go when 
you're broke. Many video stores have specials 
during the week. For instance the new Video 
Update on Roosevelt, about nine blocks 
For those people that are interested The Pumping Co., 6157 N. 
in exercise, here is a way that you Broadway, 773-743-7994, has drink 
can get some exercise while doing a ~~~~~!.'!·~ .. ~V specials throughout the week ranging 
good deed. Every month, especial- from dollar Bloody Mary's to 60 ounces of 
from school, has two videos for 99 cents on ly as the weather starts to get beer for a penny. 
Thesdays. . . 
The Film Center of the Art Institute has 
premiere films of up and coming directors and· 
screenwriters. Each month there is a particular focus 
to the films, this month it's Chinese American' Images 
and Films by Canadian Women. , The cost is $6. For 
more information call: 312-44.3-3737. 
warmer, there are a bunch of fund-rais-
and benefits. For example, March 
there will be the Hustle up the Hancock 
imb at John Hancock Tower, benefitting 
the American Lung Association. This is just one of the 
many running, walking, biking events that help raise 
rnoney for great causes. The cost to participate is usual-
All of these options, ranging from organized activities 
to finding food and drink, can be a new way to spend 
your time without spending a lot of your money. Hey, if 
these options don't seem like the way to go there is 
always that option that is completely free ... STUDY-
ING. 
1Co[utit6ia grad on /ier way to 6ecoming a sta~ 
By Jodie Guardi . Me. 
SIIJf!Writer J.C. Clements' talent as a vocalist is amazing as 
J.C. Clements is a Columbia College graduate who 
pushing her way to a successful career as a music per-
former. Clements and her band performed at the Elbo 
Room located in downtown Chicago, at 2874 
Lincoln on Tuesday, M!lrch 3, to celebrate her lat-
est CD release, "Distance." 
The Elbo Room was filled with fans and 
friends of the J.C. Clements band. J.C. 
appeared on stage, considerably small in s ize, 
smiling humbly at her audience. It was shock-
ing to see the pint-sized performer suddenly 
change from having such a humbling introduc-
tion to become such a hard-core rocker, as soon 
as the music started. She started out with a song 
that was clearly a country song titled Sweet Sexy 
Papa. The crowd danced and toe-tapped to the beat 
of the powerful song. She proceeded to thrill her 
audience as she sang her heart out and danced around 
the stage to the beat of the music. After the band per-
formed some original songs straight off their CD, Distance, 
J.C. successfully sang a little Motown. The J.C. Clements band 
ended the set with another song off their "Distance" CD, titled Inside of 
cademy 
Contiuned from page 20 
categories and are rated on 
their overall performance 
and quality. 
The nomination for this 
year's awards in the best pic-
ture category are: "As Good 
As It Gets ," "The Full 
Monty," "Good Will 
Hunting," "L.A. 
Confidential" and "Titanic." 
The nominees for leading 
actor are: Matt Damon 
(Good Will Hunting), Robert 
Duvall (Jackie Brown), 
Peter Fonda (Ulee's Gold), 
Dustin Hoffman (Wag the 
Dog) and Jack Nicholson 
(As Good As It Gets). In the 
supporting actor category the 
nominees are : Robert Forster 
(Jackie Brown), Anthony 
Hopkins (Amistad), Greg 
Kinnear (As Good As It 
Gets), Burt Reynolds 
(Boogie Nights) and Robin 
Williams (Good Will 
Hunting). 
As for the best performance 
by a leading actress, the 
nominees are: Helena 
Bonham Carter (The Wings 
of the Dove), Jul ie Christie 
(Afterglow), Dame Judi 
Dench (Mrs. Brown), Helen 
Hunt (As Good As It Gets) 
and Kate Winslet (Titanic) , 
The nominees for best per· 
formance of an actress in a 
supporting role arc: Kim 
Basinger (L.A. 
Confidential). Joan Cusack 
(In & Out), Minnie Driver 
(Good Will Hunting), 
Julianne Moore (Boogie 
Nights) and Gloria Stuart 
(Titanic). 
Whether you're a movie fan 
or not, this year's awards 
may have a bit of ego crush-
ing and astonishment. Will 
the critics be right by saying 
"Titanic" will take home all 
of its Oscar nominations? It · 
has 14 nominations, which is 
the most since "All About 
Eve" in 1950 and is 5 more 
than the next closest fi lms, 
"L.A. Confidential" and 
"Good Will Hunting," who 
both have 9 nominations 
each. 
As for non-nominee 
Leonardo DiCaprio, what 
will his decision be on 
attending the ultimate 
awards ceremony? We' ll 
have to watch next Monday 
night and see. 
she creates a melodious mixture of different 
examples of music. In addition to country, 
she also dazzled her audience with an 
extraordinary embodiment of blues· 
rock and acoustics. The CD is 
quite an interesting sampler of 
her music. 
Distribution of the 
"Distance," CD is limited 
to local Chicago and 
Indianapolis record stores. 
With some successful sales, 
it might help the band 
spread out for a larger distri-
bution. Clements is vcr) 
thankful for the education she 
received at Columbia College. 
She also mentioned that she 
appreciates how much Columhia 
College students support her and he! p 
her on the way toward a long successful 
career. The CD is on sale now at record stores 
in the Chicago land area. 
T hink back to last Monday morning. You woke up for school with every intention of making it to class on time, but... Mother Nature had somethin' nasty to say about that! 
It was crazy. The worst snow storm around here in years. 
Well, that Monday morning became quite a day. I didn' t make 
it out o f my house, except to run to the comer for a newspaper and 
a pack of smokes (no, I do n ' t smoke, it just sounded good). 
I fought the swirli ng winds, bought a Sun-Times, and retreated 
back to my very humble abode. 
Naturally, I nipped to the Spon 's section first and foremost. The 
headlines reeked of NCAA action: " Illinois Invades ... " or " Flame 
on: UIC's in NCAA tourney." 
Past the Nitschke s tory, the donni ng o f the '84 Air Jordans story, 
and Tclander's column was the most imponant document known to 
co llege basketball fans: the brac kets for the 1998 NCAA National 
Championship To urnament. 
It was not filled in with some strange sportswri ter's picks. It was 
hlank .. . staring me in the face as if to say. "C'mon. make my day '" 
You bet I took the challenge. I snuggled up wi th my paper and a 
<:up o f joe. <llld tackled one of the mo't frustrating ta, ks known to 
li fc ... picki11~ 1/f'.H' /J . 
You sec. the tournament is set-up in such a manner that the top 
"cued tcarm play the huhble team, , ami the middle guys play the 
other midd le guys 111 the fiN round. Then for two weeks. al l may-
he m will IJreak loose. 
As of today. Monday. March If>. we' ve got two rounds behind 
us . and only 16 of the 64 teams arc qlil stand ing. 
Last week. howcvcr.on rhc day of the 1Jiiz7ard. I dul make sure 
to pick so me upset\ because as we all know. up'Cis arc simply 
going to happen. It 's a fact of the matter. The rea lit y of it all. the 
way 11 is. 
Here's what I came up with : 
For the East Regional : 
I. UIC advances. They' re still high on makin' it this far' 
2. Nonh Carolina knocks out the Flames in round two. 
3. #13 Eastern Michigan embarrasses #4 Michigan State . 
4. And then. Eastern Michigan passes Princeton 10 go down to 
Nonh Carolina at the Sweet Sixteen mark . 
5. I pick Xavier to face Richmond (yes, Richmond. Upsets. 
remember?) in round two. Then they' ll face Connecticut and 
bow out. 
6. Connecticut will breeze past the Hoosiers before taking ca re 
of Xavier. and losing to North Carolina. 
SARA 'S CHOICE FOR THE EAST: NORTII CA ROLINA (#I ) 
For the West Regional: 
I . It's all Arizona and ISU in the second round. Arizona mo ve' 
on to the Sweet Six teen. 
2. #5 Illinois plays # 13 Utah State (my second crazy upset) onl y 
to lose to Arizona in the nex t round. 
3. Utah beats Arkansas to go on 10 face the Cin<:i Bcarcats (who 
beat Temple). 
4 . And finally, Cincinnati will take down Arizona to face Nonh 
Caroli na. 
SARA'S CHOICE FOR TilE WEST: CINCINNATI (#2) 
For the Midwest Regional: (the crappies! regional in the tourna-
ment) 
I . The Jayhawks take it all. They move past Rhode Island, 
TCU, and Stanford to ad vance to the Final Four. 
2. I pick Valpo to upset Mississ ippi, and Stanford to get rid of 
the Boilermakers (thank God 1) . 
SARA'S CIIOICE FOR TilE MIDWEST: KANSAS (#I ) 
For the South Regional : 
I. Duke outplays George Washington, and faces New Mexico 
(who got rid of Syracuse). 
2. Michigan rolls past UCLA, and upsets Kentucky in the Sweet 
Sixteen . 
3. Aw hell, I pick Michigan to keep the ball rollin' until Kansas 
comes on at March 28. 
SARA'S CHOICE FOR TilE SOUTII: MIC/1/GAN (#3) 
And that's that. If anyone wants to go toe-to-toe on this matter 
(and you know who you arc) E-mai l me dammit! Chron96@intcr-
access.com. 
On a fina l note , I suppose I ought to choose the 1998 NC AA 
National C hampion. It 's gonna be the Kansas ... whethcr I like 10 
admit it or not...Jayhawks. 
See ya ' in seven short days! 
E-mail us about our 
award-winning sports 
page. 
chron96@interaccess.com 
SPORTS \lan:h 1). 11J'JS 
Adjust your office pool picks, The 
Chronicle has the March Madness win-
ners picked for you 
By Dan Zampillo 
Ctlrrt.f(Hmdtnl 
East 
Winner-After its trouncing of Duke in the ACC 
championship game, North Carolina may be the 
team to beat in this tournament. All-American 
Dancing days are here again, and it is time to Antawn Jamison and his lightning quick shot lead 
pick your champion, find your dark ho rse, and let the way for the Tar Heels. The guard play of Ed 
the madness begin. This year's tournament features Cota and Shammond Williams may be the key for 
four dominate number one seeds, but will they all success however. Williams has demonstrated his 
make it to San Antonio? Here's a look at how the ability to control a game (scoring 10 points in over-
four regions break down. time to defeat Maryland in the ACC toul'llliiiiCIIl 
Midwest semi-finals) and Ed Cota may be the second best 
Winner- The number one seeded Kansas point guard next to Mike Bibby. This team shools 
Jayhawks have the ins ide track in the Midwest an NCAA best of 53 percent from the noor, and is 
region. sw.ith All-Americans r---===:---'iiiiiiiiiiiill out-rebounding opponents·by 7 
Raef La Frentz. and Paul Pierce poinys a game. Lack of depth 
to lead the front line. LaFrentz has been a problem at times, 
has been bothered by a sho ulder however with all the T.V. time-
injury however, and sharp- outs within games, the Tar 
shooter B iII y Thomas sat out Heels should have no problem 
the Big 12 championship game catching their breath and mak-
wr th a groin injury. Both should ing Final Four. 
be ready at tournament time. Arizona will be the champs, accord· Darkhorse-Xavier is com-
The knock on Kansas has been ing to Dan. ing into the tournament hot off 
their lack of lircpowcr at the the Atlantic I 0 Tournament 
guard positions, but with a championship, and looks ready 
reg ron loaded with weak guard play, the Jayhawks to do some damage. The Musketeers are extremely 
'hnuld ro ll10 San Antonio. active on defense. and they crash the boards hard. 
[)ark lforsc- Ciem, on is playing strong right The g uard tandem of Gary Lumpkin and Lenny 
nnw. and could go '" far as the elite eight. With Brown handle the ball well. but both need to shoot 
pnrnt guard Te rrell Mcintyre finally heal thy. the well in order fo r Xavier to make a run . 
phy \lcal Tigers arc prrmcd to make a run. South 
West Winner- It's time to break form and go with the 
Wrnncr- The ArrlOna Wildcats arc ba<:k to number two seeded Kentucky Wildcats. This team 
de fend the rr crown. and they w1 ll not disappoint. has quietly amassed a 29-4 record, which includes 
W11h the AI I-Amerrcan hackcourt o f Mil" S1mon an impressive 11 -2 aga inst tournament teams. The 
and M1ke Bihhy. the Woldcats force opponents into Wi ldcats arc led by Chicago native Nazr 
over twent y turnovc" a game. Senior Michae l Mohammed at center. whom is the most improved 
Drckcrson rs out to prove that he can play in this player in America. Guards Wayne Turner and Jeff 
tournament. after fadong durrng las t year's champi- Sheppard must impose themselves as leaders if 
unship run. Ari1.0na prcdrcatcs its offense on transi- Kentucky want to earn a trip to San Antonio. The 
Iron haskcts. be 11 lay-up' or three pointers. howcv- Wildcats front line o ut-rebounds opponents by dou-
cr they must avoid ' hootrng themselves out of ble digits, and they are physical enough to handle 
games hy taking too man y from long range. With the front line o f a team like Duke. Despite Duke's 
the help of the weake\t region. the Wildcats should outstanding season, their tendency to live and die 
punch a uckct to the Final Four. by the three huns their chances at success. 
Darkho"c- Look for Arkansas to make some Darkhorse-UCLA has enough talent to make a 
nm" on the lower half of this region. Three-point run at the elite eight. If point g uard Baron Davis 
specialist Pa t Bradley has emerged as one of the can stay out of foul trouble, the athleticism of Chris 
hest shooters in the country. and Arkansas' team Johnson, and Toby Bailey could lead to a host of 
defense fo rces over twenty three turnovers a game. upsets. 
Head coach Nolan Richardson has a National National Champion-Arizona Wildcats over 
Champoonshr p under hi s belt. and he knows what it the Kansas Jayhawks. 
take' 10 he ' ucccssful in tho s tournament. 
NCAA Tournament is big 
money in more ways than one 
By Alan Schmadtke 
Km,.:lu -Ruld~·r Nrn·tpapt' rfi 
ORLANDO- It scc1m so harmless. filling out 
an CAA Tournament bracket. predicting winners 
and . ultimately. choosing a natio na l champion. 
What \ a S5 stake among friends fo r the chance 
10 WIO $250'l 
Wi th the NCAA Men's Basketball Tournament 
begi nning Thursday. offi<:e pools arc more preva-
len t this week than car pools. 
They' re one way March Madness fi lters to fans 
outside the 64-tcam tournament. For those who 
oppose spons wagering and those trying to fight the 
disease of compulsive gamb li ng, such friendly 
games of chance aren ' t friend ly at all. 
They represent a small piece of a dark and sinis-
ter societal puzzle. 
"During March Madness, we' ll get o lder mem-
bers coming back. We' ll see some old faces we've 
seen before," said Jack S., a recovering compulsive 
gambler in Orlando who regularly attends 
Gambler's Anonymous meetings. "Everybody tells 
stories about how they got involved. We don ' t give 
names. But I know of two people in the program 
now directly as a result of that (betting on the 
NCAA Tournament.)" 
As the popularity and visibility of the three-
week NCAA Tournament has grown to rival that of 
the Super Bowl, so, too, has grown the amount of 
betting on tournament games-legally and illegal-
ly. 
Tournament pools arc illegal in Florida, hut 
there has been no publ ic arrests of poolstcrs . Nor 
has there been any slowdown of availability of 
w mputcr software for those wishing to run a pool. 
Whereas the Super Bowl is a one-day orgy, this 
tournament is a three-week smorgasbord, 63 games 
that culminate in a three-game Final Four to deter-
mine co llege basketball's national champion. All 
the way arou nd , the stakes arc high. 
The FB I projected that nearly $2 .. ~ billion was 
gambled illegally on the I 91J~ NCAA Tournrunclll. 
and it ex1Jects that fi gure to climb this yeur. 
That doesn't include the nearly $100 million that 
was wagered in casinos in Las Vegas. And no one 
is ccn ain of the impact o f cyber-betting, wagering 
over the Internet. 
In December. Western Union agreed to cut off 
wire transfers to o ffsho re bookmakers. Florida 
Attorney General Bob Butterwonh also asked the 
media to "cease and desist" advenisemcnts of toll-
free betting numbers. 
Las t week. the U.S. Depanment o f Justice began 
trying to shut down such o ffshore cyber-casinos. 
" It's just another week of keeping up the good 
fi ght. but the reali ty is the NCAA Tournament is an 
event that is highly wagered," said Bill Saum, the 
NCAA's agent and gambling representative. "Lots 
of people throw lo ts of big numbers around and 
they' re always in the bi llions. It doesn ' t mean much 
to me. frankly, but it's a lot of money." 
Gambler's Anonymous believes 75 percent of 
the people who wager are not compulsive gam-
blers. But increasing numbers of people are getting 
into financial trouble because of it. 
Six years ago when the Florida Council on 
Compulsive Gambling opened a toll-free help line, 
almost 5,000 calls came in. Last year, it fielded 
nearly 12.000 calls. 
"March Madness, for all practical pufPO.'CSr 
seems to have broached being as big as the Super 
Bowl for spons bettors," said Pat Fowler, the coun-
c il's executive director. "We receive an increased 
number of calls, particularly after the tournament. 
That's when they've gone through the whole thing. 
There's no more games, no more making it back. 
Reality has set in." 
To federal investigators, gambling lures orga-
nized crime. Coun testimony of former gamblers 
wi th mob ties confirms it. 
To the NC AA, gambling raises the damqilll 
specter of point-shaving, games that are unfairly 
decided by gamblers wanting to cash in. 
Three years ago, NCAA officials believed such 
scandals were minute possibilities. 
Then, a University of Cincinnati stu<1y teported 
25 percent of athletes admitted they pmblecl: 
members of the 1996 Boston College football tealll 
admitted they bet on footba ll gumes: and two 
Ariwnu State basketball players embroiled the 
schoo l in a point-shaving scundul. 
